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ABSTRACT 
We present general recurrences for the Pad6 table that allow us to skip ill- 
conditioned Pad& approximants while we proceed along a row of the table. In 
conjunction with a certain inversion formula for Toeplitz matrices, these recurrences 
form the basis for fast algorithms for solving non-Hermitian Toeplitz systems. Under 
the assumption that the lookahead step size (i.e., the number of successive skipped 
approximants) remains bounded, we give both O(N ‘1 and O(N log2 N) algorithms 
which are (presumably) weakly stable. With little additional work, still in O(N’) 
operations, we can also obtain a decomposition of the Toeplitz matrix T according to 
TR = LD, where R is upper triangular, L is unit lower triangular, and D is 
block-diagonal. The relation to continued fractions is also discussed. 
. . INTRODUCTION 
Given a real or complex Toeplits matrix 
i--N+1 
p-N+2 
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or a Toeplitz operator T (where N = M), let us consider its symbol 
N-l 
h(z) := c &Zk, (1.2) 
k= -Nfl 
which is a Laurent polynomial or a formal Laurent series, respectively. It is 
well known that some of the fast, i.e. 0(N2), methods for inverting a Toeplitz 
matrix are related to the recursive computation of certain (one-sided) Pad& 
approximants of h [ll, 121. In fact, the classical algorithms of Levinson [43], 
Durbin [21], Trench [61], and Zohar [64] can be understood in this way [ll]. 
These algorithms require that the leading principal minors of T be nonzero, 
i.e., that the Toeplitz matrix is so-called strongly regular. To overcome this 
restriction, these algorithms have since been generalized by providing extra 
means for the nongeneric case with some exactly vanishing principal minors; 
see Delsarte, Genin, and Kamp [19] for the indefinite symmetric case, and 
Heinig [35,36], Gover and Bamett [26], Sugiyama [57], Pombra, Lev-Ari, and 
Kailath [54], Tyrtyshnikov [62], and Pal and Kailath [51] for the unsymmetric 
case. However, the so modified algorithms remain unstable when near-singu- 
lar principal minors occur, and thus they are in practice limited to exact 
arithmetic. Sweet [58] suggested tackling near- 
singular situations with his version of Bareiss’s method [6], which however 
becomes very complicated. 
On the other hand, a treatment of near-singular cases is possible with a 
linear-algebra approach to the problem. Most fast Toeplitz solvers are related 
to an LDU or an inverse LDU decomposition of the matrix without pivoting 
(see, e.g., k El), and if this decomposition does not exist or is unstable, one 
can make use of a block LDV decomposition or an inverse block LDU 
decomposition, which means using implicitly some local pivoting strategy. 
However, with this straightforward approach, which was used by Chan and 
Hansen [16,33], it takes considerable effort to preserve the Toeplitz struc- 
ture. To avoid this, one can reformulate the method in terms of polynomials, 
as currently worked out by Freund and Zha [24]. (The paper was not yet 
available at the time of this writing.) 
Here we use the above-mentioned Pad& connection to derive two (pre- 
sumably) weakly stable and generically superfast Toeplitz solvers; i.e., for 
nearly all data they require only O( N log2 N) operations, and they can be 
expected to be forward stable for well-conditioned Toeplitz systems. They are 
based on the recursive generation of the denominators of well-conditioned 
Pad& approximants on a row or two neighboring rows of the Pad& table of h. 
Once the last such denominator and either its left neighbor or its upper left 
neighbor have been found, we apply a formula due to Heinig [35,36], which 
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expresses T-’ in terms of the coefficients of Pad& denominators. (It is of 
similar type as the Trench [61] and the Gohberg-Semencul formula [25], 
which, however, use different polynomials and require the nonsingularity of 
the last two principal submatrices.) In general, the algorithm which involves 
approximants on two neighboring rows encounters fewer singular or near- 
singular situations, and thus is from this point of view superior to the one that 
follows a single row. The O(N log’ N) p o eration count assumes the applica- 
tion of recursive doubling and fast polynomial multiplication, as other super- 
fast algorithms do [l-3,9, 10, 18,501. While these other algorithms require 
that the Toeplitz matrix be Hermitian positive definite or at least strongly 
regular, the new algorithms can handle singular or near-singular principal 
submatrices. The operation count remains O(N log” N) as long as the step 
size between the well-conditioned principal submatrices remains bounded. 
(Of course, for a finite matrix this is always the case, but what counts here is 
the asymptotic behavior.) A more traditional implementation without recur- 
sive doubling leads to another two algorithms requiring O( N 2, operations 
under the above assumption. With some additional work these algorithms also 
yield an inverse block LDU decomposition LTR = D of T, where R is upper 
triangular, L is unit lower triangular, and D is block diagonal. With this 
decomposition, which is another means for solving a linear system with 
coefficient matrix T, the use of an explicit inversion formula could be 
avoided. Additionally, one can readily determine the matrices TR = L-‘D 
and LT = DR-‘, which in view of T = (L-‘D)D-‘(DR-‘) can be consid- 
ered as factors of a block LDV decomposition of T. Our recurrences for the 
Pad& table contain the information to update any of the five factors R, L, 
R-l, L-‘, and D. Hence, a variety of algorithms of either Levinson or Schur 
type can be derived from them. For example, one is a stable extension of the 
Trench-Zohar recursion [61,64], one is a stable, non-Hermitian extension of a 
variation of the Levinson-Durbin recursion [43,2I], and yet another one is a 
stable, non-Hermitian extension of a variation of the fast Choleski factoriza- 
tion described by Ammar and Gragg [2], which was shown in [2] to be 
equivalent to Schur’s algorithm [551. 
Unfortunately, in the (very unlikely) worst case our (presumably) numeri- 
cally stable algorithms still require O( N 3, operations. It is an open question 
whether this bound can be refined by an algorithm that is stable in the 
presence of roundoff. For exact arithmetic, however, we specify for one of 
our algorithms a version that is at worst O( N log2 N), and hence does as well 
as the fastest competing algorithms. 
Actually, our recurrences for constructing Pad6 approximants are more 
general than required for the Toeplitz solvers. They allow us to move in the 
Pad& table in any “forward’ direction (i.e., in any one where conditions are 
added) except along the diagonal. For the recursive construction of well- 
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conditioned Pad& approximants along a diagonal of the table there is an 
analogous algorithm due to Cabay and Meleshko [15,49]. It yields a weakly 
stable fast or even superfast method for the solution of linear systems with 
Hankel matrices. With respect to the underlying philosophy, but not regard- 
ing the applied recurrences, there is also an analogy to the lookahead Lanczos 
algorithm [53,32,30,22,39,40,52], which creates implicitly a diagonal se- 
quence of well-conditioned Pad& denominators. The polynomial version of 
the lookahead Lanczos algorithm, which was formulated in [30, $91, is also a 
stable algorithm for constructing a well-conditioned diagonal subsequence of 
Pad& approximants, and it can be used as the basis for a fast Hankel solver 
too; see Freund and Zha 1231. However, unlike the Cabay-Meleshko algo- 
rithm [14], this approach does not seem to have a potential O(N log’ N) 
version. 
In the case where all principal submatrices of the Hankel matrix are well 
conditioned, the algorithm of Cabay and Meleshko [I5,49] reduces to the 
algorithm of Gragg, Gustavson, Warner, and Yun [27], which is itself a 
modification of the algorithm of Brent, Gustavson, and Yun [lo] (which too, 
despite the title of the paper, should be considered as one for solving Hankel, 
not Toeplitz systems). Our approach is also related to algorithms suggested by 
Antoulas and Anderson [4], Beckermann [S], Gutknecht [31], and Van Bare1 
and Bultheel [63] for the more general rational interpolation problem; 
however, again, these algorithms can handle only exactly singular subprob- 
lems, not ill-conditioned ones. The extensions of the work of Cabay and 
Meleshko and of this paper to the rational interpolation problem are forth- 
coming; see [29] for a presentation of the basic ideas. 
Notation. Let 2 denote the set of forrnul Laurent series f(z) = 
CT= _ m c& zk with complex coefficients. The following subsets of _S? will play 
a role: 
q :=T~,~ = (~E__Y; C& = Oif k <I}, 
3; :=p_m:, = {~E_Y; 4k = Oif k > m}, 
_!& :=_E30:,, 
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9 m,n := {r = p/9; p EPm, 9 E9,> 9( 2) f o}, 
9:= (jPm. 
m=O 
The elements of 4 : m, 4, 22, and 9, are, respectively, certain Laurent 
polynomials, lefi-truncated Laurent series, right-truncated Laurent series, 
and polynomials. P0 is the set of form.& power series, and 9 is the set of all 
polynomials. For f E P,* or f E 9, we define the exact degree af by 
af := {n E Z; c#+, # 0, C& = 0 for k > n} , 
and for f ~2, or f E 9: we define the exact coakgree a*f by 
a*f := (n E Z; 4n # 0, c#+ = 0 for k < n} . 
We write f(z) = O+(z’) if f(z) E,E;, and f(z) = O_(Z~) if f(x) Ee. 
Following Bultheel 1111, we let 
C:,f(z) := i? 4zk 
k=I 
be the formal projection of f E 9 into -E; : m. 
In general we use f and f( ) z as equivalent notation; the variable z is 
mentioned explicitly when we feel that this is of advantage for expository 
reasons. If f eTo, we set f(O) := c#+,, and likewise, if f E%, we define 
f(a) := &. If f EPn or f Ez:,, it would make sense to evaluate f at a 
point ~a, say, and to denote the value by f(zo). Such evaluations do not 
occur here, however, except at 0 and ~0, as just defined. 
When f ~3 and g E_C& with g(O) # 0, then the quotient f/g is well 
defined in 3, and we write L+(f/g) for it, as in 1111. Likewise, when 
f ~92 and g ~2: with g(O) # 0, then L_ (f/g) E= is well defined. 
Overview. In Section 2 we review some relevant facts on Pad& approxi- 
mation. In particular, we define regular, row-regular, and column-regular 
Pad& approximants, and give several characterizations for them. In Section 3 
we discuss the two-point Pad& approximation problem and give analogous 
characterizations for regular and row-regular two-point Pad& approximants. 
Section 4 contains then our general recurrence formulas for the Pad& table 
and the two-point Pad& table, which are the basis of the algorithms described 
in Section 5 for computing Pad6 approximants recursively and for inverting 
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Toeplitz matrices or solving Toeplitz systems of equations. In Section 6 we 
make some brief remarks about the computation of underdetermined Pad& 
approximants, which are of relevance for the discussion of formally biorthogo- 
nal polynomials and the related block LDU decomposition and inverse block 
LDU decomposition of a Toeplitz matrix in Section 7. These matrix factoriza- 
tions and their relationship to the Pad& approximants we construct clarify the 
connection between our algorithms and some of the other fast Toeplitz 
solvers. Finally, in Section 8 we describe the connection between a special 
case of our row recurrence and a continued fraction, which is a row 
P-fraction, and we sketch an O(N log’ N) algorithm for exact arithmetic. 
2. PADE APPROXIMATION OF THE SYMBOL 
In this section let N E Z (later, in our application, N E N+ again), and 
let a left-truncated formal Laurent series f E .E”_, , a formal power series 
g E_& with g(O) # 0, and two integers m >/ -N, n 2 0 be given. We call a 
pair (p, 4) EZN:, X (gn \ {O}) satisfying 
g(++> +f(49(4 = O+(zm+n+l) (2.1) 
an (m, n> Pude~orm of the pair (f, g). The rational function 
r,,“(z) := z (2.2) 
obtained after cancellation of common zeros of the numerator and denomina- 
tor (including formal cancellation of any factor z of the denominator) is 
called an (m, n) Pa& approximunt of the pair (f, g). If g(z) = - 1, we call 
( p, 9) a Pad& form and r,,, n the Pad& approximant of f. 
In the case g(z) = - I this definition is equivalent to those of Bultheel 
[ll] and Trefethen and Gutknecht [60] for the (one-sided) Pad& approximant 
of a formal Laurent series f. Even in this case the extension of the definition 
to the situation where f EL? and infinitely many c#+ with negative index k 
are nonzero requires additional care, since the Pad& approximant is no longer 
obtained so simply from a Pad& form ( p, 9). When f E 2’ and g(z) E - 1, 
the Pad& approximant is defined by 
K-l 
?I&) := r;,m + c 4kZk> 
k= --m 
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where ri, .(z) =: p”( z)/~(.z) is the (m, n) Pad6 approximant of CT=, & zk, 
and K Q m - n + 1. [If n = 0 and K = m + 1, then p’(z) G 0, q(z) is a 
nonzero constant, and rm, ,,(z) = 0.1 It can be shown that r,,, does not 
depend on K. The denominator q of r,,,,, and r:,, is by definition the same, 
and the Pad& form ( p, q) still satisfies (2.1) and can be computed from it. 
Conversely, l;n, n can be computed from a Pad& form ( p, q) if p is given in 
the form p(z) = p’(x) + q(z)Ct:lm &zk, where p’(x) ~9~:~ and 
K Q m - n + 1. Alternatively, it can be computed from ( p, q) via the formal 
Laurent series L,r,,,. for r,,,,, given by 
L+GL,.(4 =f(z> -L+ 
i 
fc+7(4 - PC4 I 4(4 * 
We will make use of such Pad6 forms later. When g := - 1 and f E-Y’, the 
(one-sided) Pad& approximant of f is identical with the usual Pad& approxi- 
mant of f at 0. With the choice of a plus sign in (2.1) we follow Cabay and 
Meleshko [IS]; it will lead to simpler formulas later. 
In our application we will have to compute (- 1, n) and (0, n) Pad& 
approximants of the symbol h of T, i.e., we will set f := h, g:= - 1. For the 
recursive computation of these Pad6 approximants, we will additionally 
compute some two-point Pad& approximants of certain other functions. In the 
discussion of two-point Pad& approximation we will refer to Pad& approxi- 
mants at ~0. They are defined as follows: 
Let f~_!9$, g E% with g(a) # 0, m > -N, and n > 0 be given. A 
pair (5, cj) ELLm : N X (9: \ (0)) for which 
g(z)+) +f(z)@(z) = O_(P--l) (2.1’) 
is called an Cm, n> Pad6 form of (f, g) at *, and F,,_(Z) := p(z)/@(s) is the 
corresponding Pad& approximant. [Hence, substituting z by I/Z, we obtain 
an (m, n) Pad& approximant at 0.1 
Pad& forms are clearly never unique; a common complex factor is always 
free to be chosen. In contrast, the Pad& approximant-considered as a 
rational function, not as a pair of polynomials-is always unique. In fact, in 
analogy to Gragg’s Theorem 3.2 [28] the following holds; cf. [ll, Theorems 
II.3 and 11.4. 
THEOREM 2.1. Given f E_.!$?_~, g •9~ with g(0) # 0, m E Z, and 
n E N, the general solution (p, q) ET-~ :m X9,, of (2.1) is 
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where p’,,, ELF_, : m and q,,,, n E 9,, with q,,,, ,(O) = 1 are uniquely deter- 
mined and relatively prime (except that &,,, can be the zero polynomial, in 
which case q,,,, “(~1 := I), 
g := (+ 
m,n := max{O, m + n + 1 - d*( gJ3,,, +fq,+)} (2.4) 
is a faed integer satisfying 
0 <a< 6:= 6, n := min{m - $, n,n - agm n}, VW 
andw E9&_, is a&tray. The Pade’ approximant r,,, n = p/q = fim ,,/i,,, n 
is uniquely determined. Zf g is a constant, this theoiem is also vaZ& wht& 
N = 00. (The notion “relatively prime” needs to be defined suitably.) 
The Pad6 approximants are often thought of being listed in an infinite 
doubly indexed Pa& table whose Cm, n> entry is r,, ,,. We follow House- 
holder 1371, Gragg 1281, and Bultheel [ll] and let the n-axis point to the right 
and the m-axis to the bottom. The classical Pad6 table fills one quadrant 
{Cm, n) E N2} of the plane; the extended Pad6 table for the setting consid- 
ered here covers the right half plane {(m, n) E Z X N}. 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.1 one obtains the block-structure theorem, 
which says that equal entries r,,, n (# 0) appear in the Padit table in square 
blocks; see [28,11]. A block of size greater than one is called singular. The 
indices of the top left comer of a block indicate the exact degrees of the Pad& 
approximant. In the top row and the leftmost column of a block, the c&&t S 
is therefore zero, and it gradually increases from there. The dejcieny index 
(T is zero on and above the antidiagonal of a block, and it gradually increases 
below the antidiagonal, as the distance from the latter increases. If u > 0, 
the Laurent series of the Pad6 approximant 1;, n does not match the formal 
Laurent series L, (f/g) up to an O+( zm+nf ‘> error, as one might expect 
from (2.11, but just up to the order O+(z m+nfl-U). In fact, from (2.3) we 
see immediately that we lose u powers of z when dividing (2.1) by q. 
In the sequel we will keep m fured and consider the row sequence 
$tl~ ;x$ := {(Pm,n. qm,J of Pad& forms, the adjacent sequence 
:= {(pm- 1 n* qm-1 A and the corresponding sequences 
(r,~=,~=~~~,,, ,,}EZO and’{~,,)~=, I= {(r~_l,n}~=O of Pad6 approximants. The 
latter are the entries from two adjacent rows of the Pad6 table. For solving 
Toeplitz systems we will later set m := 0. 
The residual e, l ,E”a of the Cm, n) Pad6 form ( p,, q,,) is defined by 
gWPrI(4 +fWqnW =Zm+n+le,W. (2.6) 
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We let I?,, denote the residual of the (m - 1, n) Pad& form. Setting, for 
n > 0, 
Pn(4 := zP?a-l(z), 4&) :=zqn-lW i,(z) := e,_,(z), 
(2.7a) 
fi( z) := z2&_1( z), &( 2) := z2+n-1( z), Z,(z) := &_I( z), 
(2.a) 
we also have 
g( Z)$“( z) +f( z>&( 2) = Zm+n+‘q Z>> 
&)k(4 +f(z);if0) = z m+n+l&( z), 
and combining this with (2.6), we obtain in matrix notation 
(2.8a) 
(2.8b) 
[ fl[ g iit3 A pn 4 in qn 1 
= Zm+n+l 
[ 
6, i, e, . 1 (2.9) 
DEFINITION. We call the Pad& form ( p,, qn) and the approximant 
r7I := p,/qn row-regular if either n = 0 or 
P,+- Pn-1 
I.e., 
411 4n-1’ 
p,-,q, - p,q,-, + 0 c7. (2.10a) 
We call ( p,, qn) and rn column-regular if 
A 
E!L # E 
qn qnn ’ 
i.e., 8,qn - Pdk * 0 ET. (2.10b) 
Finally, they are said to be regular [15] if either n = 0 or 
P,+- k-1 . i.e., 
qn 4^n-1’ 
fi,_lqn - p,qn-l + 0 EL?. (2.1Oc) 
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Regarding the Pad& table this means that r, is row-regular when it is not 
in the same block as the entry rn_ I to its left (cf. Figure 1); it is column- 
regular if it is not in the same block as the entry ?n above it; and it is regular 
if it is different from its upper left neighbor (cf. Figure 2). From the block- 
structure theorem we see immediately that ( p,, qn) is reguZur if and only ifit 
is row-regular or column-regular, namely, if and only if r, lies in the first 
row or the first column of its block. From Theorem 2.1 one can further 
conclude that in each of the three cases of regularity the relevant Pad& forms 
appearing in (2.10) are uniquely determined up to scaling, since for row-regu- 
larity 8, n = a;n n = 0, 6m_-l,n_l = a;,_,,._,, and S,,,n-l = u~,~-~, while 
for column-reguiarity S,, n = Us, R = 0, i3m_l,n_l = q,_l,n-l,and Sm_l,n = 
CT m- l,n* 
Three further characterizations of row regularity are summarized in 
LEMMA 2.2. The following statements are equivalent when n > 0: 
(i) (p,, qn> is row-regular, i.e., (2.10a) holds; 
(ii) e,_,(O) # 0 (i.e., d,(O) # 0) and q,(O) # 0; 
(iii) one has 
#OEL%; (2.11a) 
(iv) ap,_l = m (i.e., de, = m + 1) and aq, = n. 
Proof. (i) =E. (ii): If e,_,(O) = 0, then (pn-i, qn_l) is an Cm, n) Pad4 
form, and hence p,_,/q,_, = p,/q,, in contradiction to 6). If q”(O) = 0, 
then necessarily (T > 0 or dw > 0 in (2.3), which both require that a,,,, n > 0. 
However, according to the block structure theorem, this would again imply 
that P,- Jqn- 1 = pn/qn- 
FIG. 1. Row-regular entries marked by 0 in the extended Pad& table. In one 
row they are marked by 0 and their left neighbors by I. 
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FIG. 2. Regular entries marked by 0 in the extended Padi table. In one 
they are marked by 0 and their upper left neighbors by a dot. 
row 
(ii) * (9: If e,_ r(O) Z 0, then the only chance to get an (m, n) Pad& 
form that represents the same rational function as ( p,_ 1, qn_ 1> is to choose 
( p,, qJ := hp,- 1, azq,_ 1) with (Y E C \{O}. Hence if we require addi- 
tionally that q*(O) z 0, then (p,, qn) is row-regular. 
(i) w (iii): Trivial. 
ti) * (iv): If ( p,, qJ is row-regular, then, by Theorem 2.1 and the 
block-structure theorem it follows that dq, = CY$~, n = n and that S,, n_ I = 
m - dp’,,,n_l = umZn_i, which implies d~,_~ = a,,._, + dF,,,_l = m. 
(iv) * (i>: Since a( p,q,_ 1> < m + n - 1, the claimed implication fol- 
lows from (iii) and Lemma 2.3 given next. n 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf A,, denotes the ~~+~-coej$cient of p,_,q, - p,q,_, 
(and of p,_ lqnl then 
(2.12a) 
Proof. If r, is not row-regular, then the determinant is identically zero, 
and hence A, = 0. Hence, assume row regularity, and multiply (2.6) by 4” 
and (2.8) by q,, to obtain by subtraction 
g(fi,Qn - inpn) =Zm+n+l(qnin - inen) = O+(Z~+~+~). 
Division by g does not change the O.-term. On the other hand, a( pnq,, - 
4* PJ < m + n + 1; hence the Laurent series of p,q,, - 4” p, consists of 
just the one term .zm+“+‘An. n 
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Of course, there are analogous lemmas for column regularity and regular- 
ity: 
LEMMA 2.4. The following statements are equivalent when n 2 0: 
(i) (p,,, qJ is column-regular, i.e., (2.1Ob) holds; 
(ii) e^,(O> f 0 and q,(O) # 0; 
(iii) one has 
,. 
det pn pn 
[ 1 4l qn #O&Y; (2.11b) 
(iv) dp, = m and ai,, = n. 
Proof. Replace in the proof of Lemma 2.2 e,_ 1, p, _ 1, qn _ 1 by 
e^,> &&’ qn> and make analogous conclusions. To show that (iv) implies (i), 
make use of (iii) and a( Fnqn) < m + n - 1, and apply the following lemma. 
n 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf A,, denotes the ~~+~-coeflicient of finqn - p,,Gn (and of 
-pnQ, then 
(2.12b) 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.3. n 
LEMMA 2.6. The following statements are equivalent when n > 0: 
(i) (p,, q,,) is regular, i.e., (2.10~) ho2ds; 
(ii) i,_ JO) + 0 (i.e., Z,(O) + 0) and q,(O) # 0; 
(iii) one has 
. 
det il 
i 1 9” #OE9. ” (2.11c) 
Moreover, if (p,,, q,,) is regular, then 
(iv) Cap,, = m and dG,, _ 1 = n - 1) or (aq, = n and ~38, _ 1 = m - 1). 
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.2. One has additionally to use 
the fact that, by the block-structure theorem, p, _ r/q, _ r = fin _ Ji,, _ 1 = 
fin/q,, implies fin_ r/i,_ 1 = p,/q,,. From the next lemma it follows again 
that regularity implies (iv), but now the converse does not hold, since in 
general both products fin _ lqn and p,{,, _ 1 have degree m + n + 1. n 
LEMMA 2.7. Zf A, denotes the z”‘+*-l-coej$cient of fi,,_ lqn - PdL 
then 
(2.12c) 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.3. n 
Theoretically, in order to compute ( p,, qn) as a solution of (2.1), one can 
first divide through by -g. Since h := -L+(f/g) ELZ_~ and 
O+(z m+“+l)/g(z) = o+(P+n+l), one ends up with a relation of the same 
form as (2.1), but with g(z) = -1, f(z) = h(z). As mentioned before, we 
may even assume that h has infinitely many negatively indexed terms, i.e., 
h ~2’. Due to g(z) = - 1 it is possible to split up (2.1) into 
n-m:,(hq,) = Pa, (2.13a) 
rI m+l:m+n(h%) = 6. (2.13b) 
Setting 
h(z) =: f /A$, 
k= --m 
(2.14) 
of+) =: k ZWk 
k=O 
(2.15) 
and comparing the coefficients of zm+ ‘, zrn+‘, . . . , .z~+~ in (2.13b), we 
obtain n homogeneous linear equations 
(2.16) 
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for the n + 1 unknown coefficients pk of 9,,. Once any nontrivial solution of 
(2.16) is found, the coefficients for p,, are according to (2.13a) equal to those 
of h9, of the same order (< m). Hence, the column rank deficiency of the 
matrix in (2.16) must be equal to the degree of freedom in (2.3), namely 
6 - cr + 1, since w E .J?*_, is arbitrary. 
We often prefer to rewrite (2.16) as 
(2.17) 
with 
In the engineering literature (2.17) is referred to as the Yule-Walker 
equation. 
Recall that in case of a singular block the Pad6 forms that are unique up 
to a scalar multiple are those that lie along the border of the block. Moreover, 
in view of (2.3), such a Pad& form ( p, 9) satisfies 9(O) f 0 if and only if it 
lies in the first row or column of its block-hence, if and only if it is regular. 
Consequently, the Yule-Walker equation (2.17) has for fued p0 # 0, say 
p,, = 1, a unique solution if and only if ( p,, 9n) is regular. Therefore, T,; n is 
nonsingular if and only if the (m, n) entry of the Pad& table lies in the first 
row or column of its block. Also, in view of the block-structure theorem, the 
regularity of ( p,, 9J is equivalent to fin/i,, # p,_ 1/9n_ 1. Hence, we have 
the following further equivalences, which are well known in Pad& theory: 
LEMMA 2.8. The following statements are equivalent when n > 0: 
(i) ( pn, 9,,) is regular, i.e., (2.10~) holds; 
(ii) the n X n Toeplitz matrix T,; n is nonsingular; 
(iii) the Yule-Walker equation (2.17) with p0 = 1 has a unique solution; 
(iv) &/in # p,_,/q,_, (i.e., $,9n-1 - pnPl& # 0 E-B. 
LEMMA 2.9. The following statements are equivalent when n > 0: 
(i) (p,, 9,,) is row-regular, i.e., (2.1Oa) holds; 
(ii) the Toeplitz matrices T,; n and T,,, + 1; n are nonsingular; 
(iii) the Yule-Walker equation (2.17) with p0 = 1 has a unique solution, 
which satisfies aq, = n. 
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LEMMA 2.10. The following statements are equivalent when n > 0: 
(i) (p,, qn) is column-regular, i.e., (2.1Ob) holds; 
(ii) the Toeplitz matrices T,,, n and T,,,. n + 1 are nonsingular; 
(iii) the Yule-Walker equatidn (2.17) ” wath p,, = 1 has a unique solution, 
and the corresponding numerator polynomial p, satisfies ap, = m. 
For the coefficient vector [ & *-* &I’ of in, in which fiO = 0 by 
definition, one obtains similarly, by comparing in (2.1) the coefficients of 
x m+ 1 ,z In+2 ) . ..) .zm+n, 
r;l 
;r, 
bz 
T,,;. . = ! , 
II I.1 
(2.19) 
A i 
where k,, is the leading coefficient of en, which, according to Lemma 2.2(iv), 
does not vanish and thus can be normalized to 1 if ( p,, q,,) is row-regular. As 
in (2.13a), we have 
n-m:,+,(h4n) =Pn. (2.20) 
Finally, for the coefficient vector [ & *-a ii, + 1 IT of ;in, in which &, = 
& = 0, we get by comparing in (2.1) the terms z”‘+‘, z~+~, . . . , .zm+“+l the 
system 
0 
II 0 ’ ;;, (2.21) 
where now .G,, is the leading coefficient of Z,, = e^,_,, which, by Lemma 2.6, 
does not vanish and hence also can be set to 1 if ( p,, qn) is regular. In 
analogy to (2.13a) and (2.20) we have 
II-m:m+@ij’,) = $,,. (2.22) 
Note that the matrix T,; n in (2.19) and (2.21) is the same as the one in (2.17) 
for determining qn. 
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One might attempt to normalize directly the denominators 9”, (ifi, and 
;i,,. According to Lemma 2.2 a row-regular Pad& form indeed can be 
normalized by 9,,(O) = 1 or by 9,, being manic. However, the polynomial 
9n-1 from its left neighbor in the table of Pad& forms satisfies in general 
neither 9”_ r(O) f 0 nor J9, _ r = n - 1. Likewise, a regular Pad& form can 
be normalized by 9”(O) = 1, but it is in general harder to normalize the 
denominator of its upper left neighbor. We could follow Cabay and Meleshko 
[15] and normalize all Padi forms so that the 2-norms of the coefficient 
vectors of p and 9 sum to 1; to save square roots and divisions, one could 
instead keep the sum of the squared norms in the interval [i, 21. However, in 
floating-point arithmetic, it is actually not so important to normalize these 
Pad& forms, but to keep track of certain stability indicators. As we have 
already indicated above, we know from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6 that we can 
normalize (p,, 9n) by 9”(O) := 1, <$,,, (i,,) by +,, being manic, and ( Fn, ;i,,> 
by Z,(O) := 1. We will see later that these normalizations yield simple stability 
checks. However, to make the influence of the constant coefficient of 9,,, of 
the leading coefficient of p,,, and of the constant coefficient of C;, more 
transparent, we typically do not insert these normalizations in the formulas. 
Instead of (2.17) we could also write down the matrix form of the 
condition (2.0, expressed as a linear system for the coefficients of p, and 9,,. 
And similarly there is a linear system for the coefficients of fin and ;i,, (see 
Cabay and Meleshko [15]) and one for the coefficients of +,, and 9”. 
However, these systems are not crucial for our algorithm if the given data are 
the coefficients of h and not those of f and g. In particular, for the 
recurrence we will have to solve a pair of systems of another type, which 
comes from a two-point Pad& approximation problem. This is the main 
difference between the diagonal recurrence in [15] and the row and sawtooth 
recurrences applied here. 
For column-regular Pad& forms we could choose qn with comonic 
normalization, i.e. 9,,(O) = 1, and @,, manic, i.e. with leading coefficient 1; cf. 
Lemma 2.4. Then, in view of p0 = 1 and $,, = 1, one obtains from (2.16) for 
the coefficients of 9,, and in the linear systems 
(2.23) 
with the joint nonsingular Toeplitz matrix T,; n. 
Summarizing, we know that $ ( p,, 9n) is row-regular, then (2.17), (2.191, 
and (2.21) are solvable with p,, := 1, i’, := 1, and .5,, := 1, respectively; 
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likewise, 9 ( p,, q,,) is column-regular, then (2.21) with 2” := 1 and the two 
systems (2.23) are solvable. 
Many recursive methods for solving Toeplitz systems, such as the algo- 
rithms of Levinson [43], Trench [61], and Zohar [64], make implicit use of the 
denominators q,, and q,, of the (0, n> and (- 1, n> Pad& approximants of 
(h, - 1) and assume that (p,, qn) is column-regular for all n, which is 
equivalent to requiring that T,: n be nonsingular for all n. This is a strong 
restriction. Note that if it is not fulfilled for T,,; ,,+ i, then p,/q, = fin/i,, 
may hold even when the submatrix T,; n is nonsingular. In fact, this submatrix 
is nonsingular whenever r,, = p,,/q” lies in the first row or column of a block 
of the Pad& table, while the column-regular entries are those in the first row 
of a block (cf. Theorem 2.1). Hence, it may happen that a particular row of 
the Pad& table contains no column-regular entries at all. This is the reason 
why we make use of either the two Pad& forms ( p,, q,,) and ( $n, (in> or the 
two Pad& forms ( p,, qn) and ( i;“, ;i,,> instead of the Pad& forms ( p,, q,,), 
( fi,,, (J. We could also exploit the equivalence of condition (iv) of Lemma 
2.8 with regularity and use the two Pad& forms ( p,_ 1, qn_ 1> and (fin, Gn), 
but we will not broach this here. 
By jumping from each pair (i,,, q,, with row-regular qn or from each pair 
;i,,, qn with regular q,, to the next one of the same type, we can derive 
algorithms that can deal in exact arithmetic with Toeplitz matrices that are 
not strongly regular; see Section 8. (Other such methods that can handle 
exact singularity have been proposed by Heinig [35,36], Delsarte, Genin, and 
Kamp [19], Cover and Bamett [26], Sugiyama [57], Pombra, Lev-Ari, and 
Kailath [54], Tyrtyshnikov [62], and Pal and Kailath [51].) However, our 
recurrences, which will be given in Section 4, allow us more generally to 
jump from any such pair to any later one, and this enables us to jump from 
well-conditioned pairs to well-conditioned pairs. In this way numerically 
stable algorithms can be devised, based on either row regularity or regularity; 
see Section 5. Since, in a row of the Pad& table, there are in general more 
regular than row-regular Pad& forms, the second algorithm proceeds in 
general in smaller steps. But typically most steps have just length 1, so that 
the necessity for a few longer lookahead steps in the first algorithm need not 
be a significant drawback. 
3. TWO-POINT PAD6 APPROXIMATION 
In Section 4 we will see that generally valid row or sawtooth recurrences 
for the Pad& table are based on two-point Pad& approximation. For the latter 
we consider two power series, one in z and one in l/z, the second without a 
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constant term: given ~-E-Y-~, h+eZO, k E N+, and 1 E Z with ]I( < k, 
we call a pair (u, u) ~9,_, X (gk \{O]) an [I; k] two-point Pa&form of 
(h-; h+) if 
h-(+0) -u(z) = O_(P) E-q*-1> 
(3-l) 
h+( Z)U( z) - u( 2) = O+( Zk+l) czk+l. 
The rational function 
U(Z) 
q;k(Z) := - 
42) (3.2) 
is called the [I; k] two-point Pad& approximunt of (h-; h+ ). To stress the fact 
that 1 does not denote the degree of u, we have chosen the notation [Z; k]. 
If 1 = k, the first condition in (3.1) is void, because h-u - u ETA% 1 for 
all (u, u). The second condition means then that (u, u) is an ordinary 
(k - 1, k) Pad& form of h+, as defined in Section 2. Likewise, when 1 = -k, 
the second condition is void, and ( z.-~ +ru, z -‘u) is a (k - 1, k) Pad& form of 
xh- at z = m. It is possible to define suitable solutions (u, u) of (3.1) even 
when 111 > k. In fact, this leads to a particularly simple treatment of many 
properties of two-point Pad& approximants; see [I7]. 
In the literature there appear at least three different notions of two-point 
Pad& approximation. Our definition is identical with that of McCabe and 
Murphy [48], Draux [201, and Cooper, Magnus, and McCabe [17]; Sidi’s 
definition 1561 is essentially the same, except that he lets h- have a nonzero 
0th coefficient, namely h-(m) := h+(O), and considers forms (u, u) ~9~ X 
Pk. Bultheel’s two-point Pad& forms [ll] are also in 9, X 9,, but they 
approximate two series without bias; he uses a second parameter to modify 
the two series, which are obtained by splitting up a Laurent series. His 
two-point Padk forms can be seen to be closely related to Sidi’s. Finally, in 
the definition of Thron [59] and Magnus [44] the degrees of u and u are first 
seemingly independent of each other, but as is easily seen, they are not; their 
two-point Pad& approximants are essentially a subset of those considered 
here. 
The following result is due to Sidi [56]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given h-E_.Y?,, h+E_.!&, and [Z; k] E Z X N’ with 111 < 
k, there always exist [I; k] two-point Pa&forms (u, u), and they all yield the 
same two-point Pa& approximunt rlik = u/u. 
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Proof. For arbitrary (u, u) l .9$_ I XL~‘~ one has h-u - u E%_ 1 and 
h+ u - u ~9~. Hence, (3.1) implies a total of 2k conditions. However, 
dim(Yk_ 1 x gk) = 2k + 1; hence there are always nontrivial solutions. As- 
sume (u, u) and (6, 6) are two such solutions. Multiply both equations in 
(3.1) by 6 and subtract the corresponding ones with (u, U) and (Z;, 6) 
interchanged. As difference one obtains 
which implies vii - 5~ = 0. W 
According to the definition (3.1), rl; k approximates h- at CC and h+ at 0. 
In many applications h- and h+ are expansions at 03 and 0, respectively, of 
the same function, but this will not be the case here. Amazingly, a simple 
approach for computing (u, u) is based on gluing h + and h - together by 
forming h(z) := h+(z) - h-(z) ~2’. Th is is seen from the following result. 
Note, however, that TV; k := u/u is not a Laurent-Pad& approximant [28] of h, 
because (3.1) does not mean that the “middle parts” of the Laurent series of 
rl, k and h are matched. Regarding the actual relation between Laurent and 
(another version of) two-point Pad& approximation see [II, Theorem 11.11. 
LEMMA 3.2. (u, u) EP~_ 1 X5Fk is an [I; k] two-point Pad& form of 
(h-; h+) if and only if 
Hl:k+l-l[(h+- h-Iv] = 0 E-%:k+l-lT 
%:k-1(h-u) if IGO, 
u = II,:,_,(h+u) if IgO. 
(3.3) 
(3.4 
The general solution of (3.3) is 
u( .z) = .zQGk( z)w( z), (3.5) 
where w EL?*_~ is arbitrary, while & is uniquely determined by ijk(O) = 1. 
Moreover, S = &,,,, u = ul_I,k, and & = ql_-l,k are the same as in 
Theorem 2.1 forf := h := h+ - h-, g :E - 1, m := 1 - 1, and n := k. 
Proof. By subtracting the two equations in (3.1) from each other we 
obtain immediately (3.3) f rom which we see that II,: _,(h-u) = 0 if I < 0 
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and IIIk:k+l_i(h+u) = 0 if 1 >, 0. I n view of u E Yk _ i we thus get (3.4). 
Conversely, it is easily verified that (3.3) and (3.4) imply (3.1). 
Equation (3.3) means that u is the denominator polynomial of an (E - 1, k) 
Pad& form of the Laurent series h := h+ - h-. Hence, if h(z) =: C pj zj, 
then u is given by the linear system (2.16) with m := 1 - 1, n := k. How- 
ever, u is not the numerator part of this Pad& form, but it is the k th partial 
sum of the series in z of h+u if 1 > 0, and of the series in l/z of h-u if 
1 < 0. Since the general fo rm of u does not depend on U, either as part of the 
solution of (2.1) or as part of the solution of (3.3) and (3.41, Equation (3.5) 
follows directly from Theorem 2.1. n 
In contrast to (2.3), Equation (3.5) does not yet say anything about U. But 
the connection between the two-point and a one-point Pad& approximation 
problem and in particular the analogy between (3.5) and the apart of (2.3) 
suggest, in conjunction with the uniqueness of the approximants, that the 
block structures of both tables are the same. This is in fact true, but the proof 
seems at first complicated by the fact that two-point Pad& approximants rl, k 
are only defined for III < k. Cooper, Magnus, and McCabe [17] therefore 
consider an extended two-point Pad& table called the M-table, which was 
introduced by McCabe [47] and is defined in the full half plane ((1, k); 
k 2 0). Its block structure is then seen to coincide with the one of two 
related one-point Pad& approximation problems. Earlier results on the block 
structure are due to Draux [20], but all of them seem to have some 
unnecessary limitations. The following is a consequence of what is proved in 
[17]: 
THEOREM 3.5. The bZock structure of the M-table, which contains in the 
sector III < k the two-point Pad; approximunts rlik of h := hi- h-, coin- 
cides in this sector with the block structure of the (one-point) Pa& table of h, 
shifted down by one row. In particular, the quantities u and 6 in Lemma 
3.2 are the same as for the entry in the corresponding block of the Pa& table 
of h, and therefore they dep en d onl on the location of an entry with respect y 
to the boundary of the block. 
For the rest of this section, we keep 1 fKed. Let us denote an [Z; k] 
two-point Pad& form by (u,, uk), and an [Z - 1; k] two-point Pad& form by 
(i; k, Gk). The corresponding approximants are rk and F, , respectively. (There 
should be no confusion with the Pad& approximants r,, introduced in the last 
section.) Let us further set u,(z) = 1, U,,(Z) = rO(z) = 0, and i&(z) = 1, 
&a(z) = F,(z) = +,z-‘, where I&Z-’ is the leading term of f-; cf. (3.19a) 
below. In analogy to our approach in Section 2, in the sequel we are 
interested in those [Z; k] two-point Pad& forms which are uniquely deter- 
mined up to scaling and yield a two-point Pad& approximant rk that differs 
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from the [Z; k - I] two-point Pad& approximant rk_ 1 or from the [I - 1; k - 
l] two-point Pad& approximant Fk_ i. From Theorem 3.3 we conclude that 
rk # rk_ 1 implies the uniqueness of both two-point Pad& forms (up to 
scaling), but not vice versa. On the other hand, rk # ?k _ i holds if and only if 
the corresponding Pad6 forms are unique (up to scaling). Hence, the follow- 
ing definitions are appropriate: we Cd (Uk, vk) and the COrreSpOnding 
approtimant rk ‘= uk/vk row-regular if 
“k # -, uk-l 
vk vk-l 
i.e., ‘t&k_ ivk - ukvk_l # 0 EL?, (3.6a) 
and we call them regular if 
i.e., 
vk vk-l 
izk_ivk - ukGk-k_l f 6 Eg+ (3.6b) 
(We could also define column regularity, but do not need it here.) 
The residual of the two-point Pad& form (uk , vk) consists of two power 
series (e, ; e$) ~9: ~9~ defined by 
h-(z)vk(z) -uk(z) =z’-‘e;(z), 
h+(z)vk(z) -uk(z) =z”+“e:(z). 
(3.7) 
The residual of (22,, i?$) is denoted by (2; ; 2: 1. Analogously to (2.71, we set 
2ik( 2) := zuk-l( z), i$.( z) := zuk-l( z), 
(3.8a) 
e;(z) := ek_i(z), i:(.z) := ekf_i(z) 
and 
iik(Z) := Z2i&(Z), i&(z) := i%_1(+ 
(3.8b) 
Gk( z) := e^<_i( z), El(z) := C_i( 2). 
In accordance with our previous remarks, we let (u,_ i, vk _ i) be a one-point 
Pad6 approximant if IZ( = k - 1, and we let (ck_ i, irk_ i) be a one-point Pad& 
approximant if 11 - 11 = k - 1. 0 ur considerations for the quadruples 
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(2; k> fik; uk> uk) are thus limited to II) < k - 1, and those for the quadruples 
(ii k, i&; uk, uk) are limited to -k + 2 < 1 < k - 1. For the latter we will 
treat the case k = 1, 1 = 0 separately; this case will also be needed for the 
Toeplitz solver, but does not fit into the above bounds. By (3.7), 
h-(Z)irk(Z) -t&(z) =&?&+ 
(3.9a) 
h+( z)i+( 2) - zik( z) = zk+%;( z), 
and 
h-(k?i)ti,(,) -ii+) =di+), 
(3.9b) 
h+( Z)ijk( z) - iik( z) = Zk+q( z), 
and these can be combined with (3.7) to yield 
In analogy to Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6 we have the following three results. 
LEMMA 3.4. The following statements are equivalent when k > 0 and 
III < k - 1: 
(i> (u k, uk) is row-regular, i.e., (3.6a) holds; 
(ii) i:(O) := e:_,(O) # 0 and c?,(m) := e,l(m) # 0; 
(iii) e:(O) := e:_,(O) # 0 and ~~(0) # 0; 
(iv) &, = k (and thus S = (+ = 0) in Lemma 3.2; 
(v) one has 
#OE9. (3.11a) 
Proof. (i> * (ii): If el_ r(O) = 0, then (uk_ i, uk_ i> satisfies (3.1) and 
thus is an [I; k] two-point Pad& form. If ei_ i(w) = 0, then (?-ik, tik) is an [I; k] 
two-point Pad& form. In both cases (3.6a) does not hold. 
(ii) * (i): If uk/uk = uk_ i/vk_i and ek+_ i(O) f 0, then, in view of (3.51, 
(3.7), and the block-structure Theorem 3.3, necessarily (uk, uk) = 
(crzuk_i, azuk_i), with (Y E C\{O}. This, however, implies that e;(z) = 
aze, i(z), which requires that ei_ ,(a) = 0, since ei ~2:. 
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(i) * (iii): We know already that (i) implies ek+_ ,(O) # 0. If uk(O) = 0, 
then it follows from h+uk - uk = O+(zk+‘) and k + 1 > 0 that uk(O) = 0. 
Hence, (u,/z, u,,.z) is an [I; k - I] two-point Pad6 form, in contradiction to 
(iI. 
(iii) * (i): Assume that (i) does not hold, but ek+_ ,(O) # 0. As in the proof 
of (ii) q (i), we conclude that (uk, vk) = (a~u,_~, azuk_l), which shows 
that ~~(0) = 0. 
(i) 3 (iv): If aGk < k, then 6 > u or c > 0 in the general formula (3.5) 
for uk. If 8 > 0, then, by choosing W = 1 in (3.51, it is seen from the first 
condition in (3.1) that duk < k - 2. Thus, (uk,vk) Epk_2 XZ@k_, is an 
[Z; k - 11 two-point P d f a 6 orm, in contradiction to (i). Likewise, if g > 0, 
(u,/z, uJ.z) is an [I; k - I] two-point Pad& form, in contradiction to (il. 
(iv> =) (i): If Sk = k, then necessarily ZC~_~/U_ 1 f uk/uk. 
(i) e (v): Trivial. n 
LEMMA 3.5. The following statements are equivalent when k z 2 and 
-k+2,<l<k-1: 
6) GL,, uk) is regular, i.e., (3.6b) holds; 
(ii) Zk+(O) := e^l_,(O) + 0 and ~(0) # 0; 
(iii) 6 = 0 in Lemma 3.2 (for (uk, uk)); 
(iv) one has 
fOE9. (3.11b) 
Proof. (9 = (ii): If e^l_l(O> = 0, then (zG~_~, z&_~) is an [I; k] 
two-point Pad& form; hence, (3.6b) does not hold. If ~(0) = 0, 
then also ~~(0) = 0, since h+u, - uk = O+(zk+‘). Therefore, (uk/z, uk/z) 
is an [I - 1; k - 1] two-point Pad& form, for which (3.6b) does not hold. 
Conversely, if (3.6b) d oes not hold, then it can be seen from (3.5), (3.7), and 
the block-structure theorem that necessarily Zl_ ,(O) = 0 or ~~(0) = 0. 
(i) 0 (iii): (uk, uk) is regular if and only if the corresponding two-point 
Pad& approximant lies in the first row or the first column of its block. By 
Theorem 3.3 this block and the integer S from Lemma 3.2 coincide with the 
block and the defect S of a (one-point) Pad& approximant. For the latter it is 
trivial that 6 = 0 is equivalent to the Pad& approximant lying in the first row 
or column of its block. 
(i) e (iv): Trivial. n 
LEMMA 3.6. Zf (uk, vk) is a regular [E; k ] two-point Pa& form (where 
k > 2 and -k + 2 < I G k - l), then g;(m) := e^i_ ,(m) # 0 or e,(w) # 0. 
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Proof. If e^;_ i(m) = 0, then (&,_,, zG_i) is an [I - 1; kl two-point 
Pad& form. Likewise, if e,(m) = 0, then (uk, vk) is an [Z - 1; k] two-point 
Pad6 form. Thus, if both conditions hold, the [Z - 1; k - 11, [Z - 1; k], and 
[I; k] two-point Pad6 approximants are all the same. n 
From the connection with the one-point Pad6 approximant of h we know 
further that a solution uk of (3.3) with prescribed &, := ~(0) # 0, if it exists, 
is found by solving a Toephtz system. In fact, if we let 
k-l k 
Uk(Z) =’ C Ojz’> ?,k( z) =’ c pjzj> (3.12) 
j=O j=O 
then 
where T1_ 1: k is still given by (2.181, and where according to (3.4), 
(3.13) 
In Section 2 we started from the Pad6 approximation problem for a pair 
(f, g> E_%_~ Xpo, with g(O) # 0. Later we mentioned that forming h := 
-L+(f/g) E-Y&l leads to the equivalent problem of approximating h E 
9-N’ In the case N = 0 both forms of the Pad6 approximation problem are 
classical [28], although the second form is more common. 
In this section we started from the two-point Pad6 approximation problem 
(3.1) for the pair (h-; h+) E-!Z!~ Xgo. We can generalize this problem too 
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by allowing h - and h+ to be quotients of power series: 
> (3.15) 
where 
f-~z?, g-E-q? y; := g-(m) # 0, 
f+=%‘o> g+E-%@ 
(3.16) 
YO + := g+(o) # 0. 
Note that one can multiply the first equation of (3.1) by g- and the second 
one by g+ without changing the O_ and 0, terms. This leads to the 
following seemingly more general definition, which is equivalent to the old 
one connected to it by (3.15): given <f-, g-; f, g’) satisfying (3.16) and 
[I; k] E N x Z with ]I( Q k, a pair (uk, uk) ~9’,_, Xpa, is called an [Z; k] 
two-point Pa&firm of <f, g-;f, g') if 
g-(2)2+(2) +f-(z)u&) = O-(2-‘) Ez*l, 
(3.17) 
g+(+k(q +f(++) = o+(zk+‘) =?k+l> 
and (u,, I+) # (0, 0). Again, for arbitrary (zlk, I+) E ~3'~ _ I X Pk, the left-hand 
sides of these equations are in PC_ 1 and PO, respective1 
Y 
Hence, uk and uk 
are restricted by requiring that the coefficients of .zJ, z + ‘, . . . , z k- ’ in the 
first and those of z”, zl,. . . , zk+‘-l in the second equation be zero: 
nJ:k-l[g-uk ff-uk] = o E2:k-I> 
(3.18) 
nO:k+J-l[g++ +F”k] = o =%:k+J-l* 
In our recurrences for regular Pad& forms (see Section 4, we will encounter 
not only data satistjkrg (3.16), but al so d t a a where the condition g-(m) # 0 is 
replaced by ( z$-< .z )Xm> f 0: 
f-‘E-P,, +; := ($-( ‘))(03) # ‘, 
yo+ := gf(0) # 0. 
(3 16’) 
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The theoretical difficulty is that, in general, there is no longer a continuous 
transition to a standard two-point Pad& approximation problem (3.1) with 
data (3.15), so that some of the results we cited require modification. 
However, in [29] we discuss the multipoint Pad& approximation problem in a 
generality that includes two-point Pad& forms defined by (3.17) for data of 
the form (3.16’). In particular, for problems of the latter form the singular 
blocks in the two-point Pad& table are still square, and Lemma 3.6 as well as 
the equivalence of (i>, (“1 u , and (iv) in Lemma 3.5 still holds. 
If we let 
j-(Z) =: f C&z-k, f( 2) =: f &z”, 
k=l k=O 
g-(z) =: i yiz-k, g’(z) =: 5 ylzk, 
k=O k=O 
the conditions (3.18) turn into the linear system 
with the matrix 
S*;k := 
%; k 
ffk-l 
- =- 
PI 
Pk 
I- 
PO 
(3.19a) 
(3.19b) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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If 1 > 0, the upper part of the right-hand side of (3.20) is zero, while if 1 < 0 
it contains c$:,, . . . , qbl followed by k zeros. If I = 0, the four subblocks of 
the matrix S,., are square and of triangular structure. If 1 # 0, they are 
rectangular, but two of them still have triangular structure, and the other two 
trapezoidal, because $ = 0 if j < 0 and 4: = ~~7 = y,? = 0 if j < 0. 
When (u,, uk) is row-regular or regular, we know from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 
that PO := ~~(0) f 0 and that for fxed PO the solution of (3.20) is unique, 
since 6 = 0 in (3.5). Hence, S,. k is then nonsingular. 
For the pairs (ti,, r&> and (&,, i$) introduced in (3.8) we obtain similarly 
(3.22a) 
and 
(3.2217) 
At this point it is appropriate to redefine ek and el for a two-point Pad& 
approximation problem of the form (3.171, because when going from (3.1) to 
(3.17) we have multiplied the two relations by g- and g+, respectively. In 
analogy to (3.10) we set 
The conditions ye # 0 and 7: # 0 from (3.16) imply that we still have 
&k '_ := i,(w) # 0, &l := G:(O) # Oif(u,, vk) iS row-regular. Likewise, if it is 
regular, the condition yof # 0 from (3.16) or (3.16’) is seen to imply 
.&+ = Z:(O) # 0 for the new definition of the residual. 
Taking into account that & := tik(0), we thus get for the coefficients 
{ c%~$:,,’ and { fljbkS i of tik and tik a system with the same matrix (3.211, but 
the right-hand side is zero except for the first component, which is equal to 
.$ . [Note that the projector n,: k_ 1 from (3.17) has been replaced by 
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lI,+ 1 : k _ 1 in the first relation of (3.22a).] In other words, 
%: k 
where 
&k-1 
8, = 
Pk 
&k 
*- := q(w). 
-ii 
0 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
Ifb-‘,, nk) iS row-regular, then &k # 0 (cf. Lemma 3.4) and S1; k is nonsingu- 
lar. It seems natural to normalize (&;,, tik> by setting bk := 1. Since in the 
row of S,;, that starts with yO+ (+ 0) all the other coefficients are zero, the 
solution of (3.24) satisfies ho := tik(O) = 0, in agreement with the definition 
of zi k. Note that this remains true under roundoff if yO+ is chosen as the first 
pivot. 
To compute the coefficients { $v= a and { p,,,“_‘> of ii, and ijk we have to 
extend each block of the matrix S,. k by an additional column for &k and 
bk+l. On the other hand, making use of a,, = 8, = 0, we can delete the first 
column of each of the four blocks. Moreover, since the first row of the lower 
two blocks is then zero, we can delete it too. We can also delete the first row 
of the upper blocks, since the corresponding equation is not contained in 
(3.22b). However, we need to add at the bottom of these blocks the equation 
obtained by comparing the coefficients of .zk+‘. It is inhomogeneous, having 
&k “+ := e,(O) as right-hand side. Due to the displacement structure of S,: k, the 
new coefficient matrix is again S,. k: 
0 
0 
(3.26) 
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&k 
“+ := q(o). (3.27) 
If (u,, nk) is regular, then Ek+ # 0 (cf. Lemma 3.5) and SI; k is nonsingular. 
Hence, the natural normalization for (iik, ijk) is 2: := I. Again, from the row 
of S,. k that starts with yO+ (f O), we see that the solution of (3.26) satisfies 
. . 
a1 c 0, as it should in view of our definition of ii,, and again this remains 
true under roundoff if yO+ is chosen as the first pivot. 
For the application to a fast Toeplitz solver we will need the case 1 = 0, 
i.e., 10; k] two-point Pad& forms. The coefficient matrix S,:, becomes then 
S 0,k = 
YO rl --* Yk- 1 
_ 
Yo *** Yi- 2 
_ 
Yo 
. (3.28) 
In the generic case, we have k = 1 and 1 = 0; thus the above formulas for ii, 
and tik are not valid, since -k + 2 < 1 Q k - 1 is not fulfilled; we need to 
treat this case separately below. For the quantities needed in the first 
algorithm, which is based on row regularity, we get simple explicit formulas. 
From 
so; 1 = YO 4; 
[ I Yo+ s,: _ l O K [ 1 0’ ’ +#qYo+ -YO (3.29) 
we see that So i is nonsingular if and only if yl+r # 0. We obtain further 
(3.31) 
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Normalizing PO and El to 1, we get finally 
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(3.32a) 
where 
Y& 
I%=-. (3.32b) 
0 1 
In the case k = 1, 1 = 0 for (iik, ijk), which is left to deal with, (C,, Go) 
should be chosen as a [ - 1; 01 “two-point Pad& form.” Here, the indices are 
outside the scope considered so far, but one can still satisfy (3.1) for k = 0 
and 1 = -1 by choosing (u,u> EZ_~,_~ X (~?),\{0]>. Then (C,,ti,> has 
the form (h,x, &z2) and still satisfies (3.2213) with k = 1 and 1. = 0 if 
y0 &, + C&P, = 0. The first term of c?: is the one linear in a, and its 
coefficient is .Z: = y~iir. To adhere to the normalization ;i: := 1 we 
therefore let c?, := l/y;, so that j, = - 70 /(yO+ 4;). Altogether we have 
(3.33a) 
where 
(3.3313) 
LEMMA 3.7. With (II,, ;jl> defined by (3.33), Lemma 3.5 still holds for 
k=Iandl=O. 
Proof. If 70 # 0 and yO+ z 0 as in (3.16), the [ - 1; 0] “two-point Pad& 
form” (Go, Go) chosen from Z_ I : _ 1 X (PO \ {O}) is the [ - 1; 0] entry of the 
M-table [47,17]. Theorem 3.3 still applies for this entry, and thus the proof of 
Lemma 3.5 extends nearly without change. If & # 0 and yO+ f 0 as in 
(3.16’1, one has to make use of the more general tools from [29]. n 
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4. GENERAL RECURRENCES IN ONE- AND TWO-POINT 
PADI? TABLES 
On the basis of the theory from Sections 2 and 3 we can now formulate 
generalized row, sawtooth, and other recurrences for the Pad& table. They 
will be used later for the fast inversion of Toeplitz systems. The resulting 
algorithms, which will be formulated in Section 5, have the same pattern as 
the one of Cabay and Meleshko [49,15]. Although we do not give a detailed 
roundoff analysis here, one can expect from the analogy to [49,15] and from 
arguments given in Section 5 that these algorithms are weakly stable; i.e., 
they are forward stable for well-conditioned problems. The basic recursive 
step is described in the following two theorems. We state them more 
generally than required for the Toeplitz solver, but our notation is already 
adapted to the case 1 = 0, which will be used for the latter. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume N E Z and (I, k),(m, n> E Z x N+ such that 
m > -N, III < k. Let (p,, q,,) := (p~~,~, qm,,> be a row-regular (m, n> 
Pa& form of <f, g> c.%~ XpO or f E_Y (ifg(z> f -1). Let e, be its 
residual, and let pn, qn, and e,, be defined by (2.7a). 
(i> Zf (up), vi”‘) := (u I;k, ulkk) is an [Z; k] two-point Pa&form of 
(f-, g-;f+, g’) := (Z-m-lpn, z-m-l+n; e,, in), (4.1) 
then 
(4.2) 
defines an Cm + 1, n + k) Pude’form (pn+k, qn+k) =: (~~+l,~+k, qm+l,n+k) 
of (f, g) or f, respectively, and e, + k is the corresponding residual. 
(ii) Zf, additionally, (u (kn), ui”)) is row-regular, then ( p, + k, q,, + k > is also 
row-regular. Moreover, if (u,, k _ 1, y, k _ 1> is an [I; k - 11 two-point Pad& 
form of (4.1) and if we set 
tip(z) := W1;k_l(Z), @‘( 2) := ZUl;k_l( z), (4.3) 
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then 
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and 
yield additionally an (m + 1, n + k - 1) Pade’ form (~~+l,~+k_l, 
9m+ 1, n +k - r) of (f, g ) or _A rcspcdiuely, and the corresponding residual 
4L+iT* 
Proof. We drop the superscript (n) in the proof. 
(i): Consider (4.2) as the definition of its left-hand side. First, since 
(u,,v,) egak_r X9, and 9n,9n E.J?~, it follows that 9n+k ~g,,+~. Sec- 
ond, we note that a$,, = m + 1 by Lemma B.Z(iv), and e,(O) f 0 by Lemma 
2.2(ii). Hence, the data (4.1) satisfy (3.16). By definition of (uk, vk) as an 
[I; k] two-point Pad& form we have then according to (3.17) 
Pntk = z ~+l(Z-m-lpnuk + Z-m-lpnUk) = zm+lo_(P) = O_(Py, 
(4.7) 
entk =Z -k-‘(e,uk + enuk) = z-k-lO+(Zk+‘) = O+(l). (4.8) 
Equation (4.7) means that Jp, + k < m + 1, and (4.8) implies that e,,+k Eya. 
Finally, multiplying (4.2) from the left by [ g, f, - z mt ” + ‘1 we obtain 0 on 
the right-hand side [cf. (2.9)]; h ence, the left-hand side must vanish too: 
gp,+, + fq,,+k = zkf’+n+n+le,,+k. (4.9) 
Lnviewof en+k EpO we can conclude that (pn+k, qntk) is a (m + 1, n + k) 
Pade form and that e, + k is its residual. 
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(ii): Replacing (uk, uk) = (U L;k,~I;k) by (~~;~_i,q;+~) in (4.2) and 
throwing in the extra factor z that appears in (4.3) and (4.6) yields readily 
(4.4) and (4.5). Instead of (4.9) we get now (2.8a) with m := m + 1, n := n + 
k. By (2.IIa) and (3.IIa) the determinants of the matrices on the right-hand 
side of (4.4) do not vanish identically; thus the same holds for their product. 
Hence, ( p, + k, q,, + k > is row-regular. n 
Once the (m, n) Pad& approximant of (f, g) and its left neighbor are 
known, Theorem 4.1 allows us to compute any other Pad& approximant of 
(f, g) inside the 90” sector originating at (m, n); cf. Figure 3. We give next 
another version of this theorem, which is based on regular Pad& approximants 
instead of row-regular ones. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume N E Z and (I, k), (m, n) E Z X N+ such that 
m > -N + 1, 111 < k. Let (p,, qn) := (p,,., qm,,> be a regular (m, n) 
Pa& form of (f, g) ~25, ~2” orf~2 ($g(z) = -1). Let e, be its 
residual, and let i,,, ;i,,, and 2, be defined by (2.7b). 
(i) If (up), Vi”‘) := ( ul; k, ul; k) is an [I; k] two-point Pad6 form of 
(f-, g-; f+, g’) := (Z-“‘-lpn, z-m-ljYn; e,, g,,), (4.10) 
then 
(4.11) 
+ 
ntk 
FIG. 3. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show how to compute any Pad& approximant 
inside the sector originating at (m, n + 1). 
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defines ~72 Cm + Ln + k) Pad&form (pn+k,qn+k) =: (pm+l,n+k,9m+l,n+k) 
of (f, g) or f, respectively,. and e,, k is the corresponding residual. 
(ii) For k = 0 and 1 = - 1, if dp, = m, set 
2-l _ 
~-l,O(~) := yof’ 
Yo 
u-&) := -- 
Yo+&' 
(4.12) 
where yi := ii, := Z,(O), and where ye := ;i, and 4; := q, are the lead- 
ing coej+ients of i;,, E pEz+ 1 and p, E 2:) respectively. Then (i) still holds 
in the sense that <ug), ~6”)) := (u_ 1_,, u_ l.o> enables us to compute an 
(m - 1, n) Pa& form ($,, 4n) =: (pi’,,,,, 9m_l,n) and its residual e^, ac- 
cording to 
(4.13) 
(iii) Under the assumptions of part (9, if, additionally, <up), t&“‘) is 
regular, then (pn+k, qn+k > is also regular. Moreover, if (u~_~~~_~, t~~_~;+_~) 
is an [ 1 - 1; k - l] two-point Pad6 form of (4.101, and if we set 
ip(z) := Z2U~_1;+1(Z), tip'(z) := z2y_,,+l(z), (4.14) 
then 
Zm+l+n+k+ 1 [&,+k 
;;p @’ 
%+k] := zrn+“+‘[% e,,] ..j,,) ulnl , (4.16) 
[ 1 
and 
PV&Ln+k&) := O%L+&L 9m+l-Ln+k-1(Z) := Z-V,+&) 
(4.17) 
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yield additionally an (m + 1 - 1, n + k - 1) Pa& form ( p,, l _ 1, n + k _ 1, 
qm+l_l,n+k-l) of <f, g> orf, respectively, and the corresponding residual 
2 n+k. 
In (4.12) u_~;,-Ju_~.~ is equal to z-l times the quotient of the leading 
coefficients of -p, and ’ fi,, if dp, = m. Note that (4.12) is in agreement with 
(3.33), and thus normalized to yield 
2: := Z,(O) = 1. (4.18) 
If ap,, < m, (4.13) holds with (ua , (n) vg’) := (0, l), but then Z,(O) = 0, so our 
standard normalization for the (m - 1, n> Pad& forms is impossible. 
Proof. We drop again the superscript (“). For the data (4.10), the 
conditions y0 # 0 and yi # 0 of (3.16) translate into a$,, = m + 1 and 
6,(O) # 0; and the conditions 41 # 0 and 7: # 0 of (3.16’) become dp = m 
and k;,(O) # 0. According to Lemma 2.6(n) and (iv), at least one of these two 
pairs of conditions holds. 
(i): Completely analogous to part (i) of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The fact 
that Q,, ES@” is replaced by (j,, EP,,+ i makes no change. 
(ii): From (4.12) it follows that 
z-y p”vO + Tj’“UO) = 0_(2-Z), (4.19) 
which implies that a$, < m - 1. Also, since u,, EPE”_ i : _ 1 and u0 E TD,, 
clearly in Egn and e^, EYE. Finally, multiplication from the left by 
[gtf, --z m+“fl] yields now 
which shows that ( fi,, , qn) is an (m - 1, n) Pad& form with residual e^,. 
(iii): Modify the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 4.1 as follows: replace now 
in(4.11)(uk,Vk)by(ul_l:k_l,v2_1;k-l >, and make use of the extra factor x2, 
in (4.14) and (4.17). n 
While Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 allow us to jump to an arbitrary point inside 
a certain 90” sector with horizontal axis of symmetry, the algorithm of Cabay 
and Meleshko 115,491 enables us to proceed in the direction of a diagonal, 
also taking arbitrarily long steps. Cabay and Meleshko use regular Pad& forms 
and their upper left neighbors, which is the natural choice for a diagonal 
recurrence. Recurrences that allow us to move to a point inside a 90” sector 
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with vertical axis, in particular column recurrences, can be established by 
exchanging f with g in the one-point problem, and (g -, g+ > with (f , j+ > in 
each two-point Pad& approximation problem. By generalizing the notion of 
two-point Pad& approximation so that all entries of the M-table are included, 
it is easy to extend Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 to the case IZ( = k. Then the 
recurrence used by Cabay and Meleshko [15,49] is covered too. 
For the two-point Padt5 table there are analogous recurrences: 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume (k, 0, (m, n> E Z x N+ such that 111 < k and 
Iml < n. Let (un, II,,> := (u,, “, v,. ,,> be a row-regular [m; n] two-point Pa& 
firm of a quadruple (f-, g-; f’, g’) satisfying (3.16). Let (ti,, 5,) be 
defined by (3.8a), and let (e; ; e,+> and (~2, ; i,‘) be the residuals given by 
(3.23) of (u,,, u,> and CC,,, ti,J respectively. 
6) Zf <up’, u$“)) = (ulik, IQ) is an [Z; k] two-point Pad6 form of 
(z-‘e,,i,;ez,iz), then 
defines an [m + 1; n + k] two-point Pad& form (u,+~, v,+~) := 
(u m+l:n+kT v,+l;n+k) of (f, g-;f+, g’) and its residual (e;+k; e,‘+k). 
(ii) If, a47Yitionally, (u, , n (k) dk)) is row-regular, then (u,+k, v,+k) is also 
row-regular. Moreover, if (ul; k_ 1, q k _ 1> is an [l; k - l] two-point Pad.6 
firm of (z-‘e, ,&, ; e,’ , i,‘), and ifwe define (Up), tii”‘) by (La), we obtain 
f rom 
[ 
2 m+l 
0 
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U m+l,n+k-1(4 := z-1k+k(4 %+l,n+k-1(4 := z-1izl+k(4 (4.24) 
an [m + 1; n + k - 11 two-point Pa& form (u,+l,n+k_l. i~~+~,~+~_~) and 
its residual G;+k; eJ+k). 
Proof. This is just a variation of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Note that 
again, according to Lemma 3.4, the data (z-‘e; , e, ; e,’ , i,+> of the sec- 
ondary two-point Pad& approximation problem satisfy (3.16). 
(i): Since (ufT_),ui”)) EY~_~ XP~, ti,,u, ES@~, and ti,,u, EZ@~_~, it is 
clear that (u,+~, u,,+~) E L?“+~_ r X L?,+~. By definition of <u(,k), u,‘~‘) as an 
[l; k] two-point Pad& f orm we conclude from (3.17) that z’- ‘e, k = 
O_(z’-‘) andxk+‘ez+k = 0, (z ‘+‘). On the other hand, by (3.23) (with 
1 := m, k := n), the right-hand side of (4.21) is in the kernel of 
[ 
g- f- -zn 0. 
g+ f+ 0 1 _Zm+n . (4.25) 
Hence, applying it to the left-hand side yields 
g-“n+k + f-v,+k = zm+‘-‘e;+k, 
(4.26) 
g+%+ k +fv,,+k = zm+n+k+lez+k, 
which confirms that (u,+~, n,+k) is an [VI + 1; n + k] two-point Pad& form 
with residual (ei+k; ez+k). 
(ii): Completely analogous to the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 4.1. n 
Finally, we give in abbreviated form the corresponding result for jumps 
between regular entries in the two-point Pad& table. Here, one knows from 
Lemma 3.6 that the data (z-‘e,, e,; e,‘, ~2,‘) of the secondary two-point 
Pad6 approximation problem satisfy (3.16) or (3.16’). 
THEOREM 4.4. Theorem 4.3 remains valid when we replace the term 
“row-regular” by “regular” 
. . . . . . 
and the symbols u, in, e by u, IJ, e, allow the 
assumption (3.16) or (3.16’) instead of (3.161, replace the equation numbers 
(3.8a) and (4.3) by (3.8b) and (4.14), and, furthermore replace, in (4.24) 
and in the line following that equation, the factor z by z2 and m + 1 by 
m + 1 - 1. For k = 1, 1 = 0 an extension analogous to part (ii) of Theorem 
4.2 holds. 
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In the following it will be important that the normalizations we have 
chosen are consistent with the recursion. This is settled by the following 
lemma and its corollary. 
LEMMA 4.5. 
(i> Let (ii ; 6:) and (e; ; e: 1 be the residuals of an [Z; k - 11 and an 
[Z; k] two-point Pa&f arm of (4.1). Then, under the assumptions of part (ii> 
of Theorem 4.1, we have 
en+k = i: > 
$n+k = p+l+$~) (4.27a) 
entk = 4, pntk = zmflek, (4.27b) 
and 
%k(') = %(“>uin)(o>- (4.28) 
(ii) Let ($ ; Z:) and (e, ; ek+> be the residuals of an [l - 1; k - l] and 
an [Z; kl two-point Pad6 form of (4.10). Then, under the assumptions of part 
(iii) of Theorem 4.2, 
&+k = ii:, (4.29a) 
+ 
entk = ek ) pntk = zmtlei, (4.29b) 
and (4.28) hold. 
Proof. (4.27) and (4.29) follow from (4.4H4.5) and (4.15)-(4.16) on 
recalling the definition (3.23) of the residual of a two-point Padi! approti- 
mant. In view of c,&(O) = 4,(O) = 0, (4.28) follows from (4.4) and (4.15), 
respectively. n 
COROLLARY 4.6. Assume that in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 the Pad& forms 
( p,, q,), ( p,,, inI, and (i;“. +,,I are normalized by 
po := 9JO) := 1, ;r, := (z-“-$3*)(W) := 1, 2, := Z,(O) := 1, 
(4.30) 
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and that the two-point Pa& forms (up), uj”)), (tip), ;i”)), and (ii( ~4”)) are 
analogously normalized by 
PO := up := 1, E; := fq(m) := 1, &+ := q(o) := 1. (4*31) 
Then the Pade’fom (P,,+~, qn+k), <$,,+k, in+k), and (Fnik, in+k) dejned 
in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 satisfy (4.30) with m and n replaced by m + 1 and 
n + k, respectively. 
Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of (4.27)-(4.31). Note 
that only the first normalization in (4.30) and those in (4.31) are actually used 
in the proof. W 
Analogs of Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 hold for the recurrences of 
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 for the two-point Padk table. 
5. STABLE RECURRENCES AND TOEPLITZ MATRIX 
INVERSION 
We still need to discuss the choice of the degree k = k(n) of the 
two-point Pad& approximants in the recurrences introduced in Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2. In our 0(N2> algorithms for computing Pad& approximants and 
inverting Toeplitz matrices the degree k(n) are the lookahead step sizes; they 
are also the block sizes in the related block LDU decomposition of the 
Toeplitz matrix. They have to be chosen such that the new Pad& forms 
( p, + k, qn + k) are well-conditioned (i.e., the solutions of well-conditioned 
linear systems) and that their left or upper left neighbors determine a 
markedly different Pad& approximant. In the following we will express that by 
Saying that (?%+k> qnfk ) has to be well-row-regular or well-regular, respec- 
tively. Lemmas 2.8 and 2.10 allow us to define these two notions clearly: 
DEFINITION. The Pad& form ( p,, qn) is well-regular if the matrix T,,; n 
is well conditioned; it is well-row-regular if both T,,,; n and T,, I; n are well 
conditioned. 
In the O(N log’ N) algorithms, which make use of recursive doubling, 
k(n) = n holds; hence k(n) grows from 1 to approximately N/2. Again, k(n) 
has to be chosen such that ( p,, k, q,, + k) is well-row-regular or well-regular, 
respectively. But, as we will see, k(n) will be determined as part of a 
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recursive process that ultimately reduces the problem to the one of finding 
the smallest k for which strong regularity or row regularity holds. 
Although our algorithms for inverting a Toeplitz matrix Tm.,N or for 
solving a linear system with this coefficient matrix make only implicit use of 
certain linear systems whose coefficient matrices are leading principal subma- 
trices T,;. (n < N) of TmGN, it is clear that only well-conditioned T,, n 
should be relied upon in order to avoid instability. Therefore, the condition 
number K(T,;,> := IITm;nl(zlIT&;1n112 (with respect to the spectral norm> has 
to be kept under control, but of course it is too expensive to compute the 
spectral norms of T,; n and T,;l,,. Since the singular values of any T,; n with 
n < N are bounded by the spectral norm of T,; N, one may choose to 
monitor only the norm of T&l,, instead of the condition number of T,: n. 
While the computation of the inverse of a nonsingular n X n matrix is in 
general equivalent to solving n linear systems with this matrix, it is well 
known that for a Toeplitz system it suffices to solve two appropriately chosen 
linear systems. There exist several inversion formulas which capitalize upon 
this; see, e.g., [25,36,41,42,61]. Some of them require that the (n - 1) X (n 
- 1) leading principal submatrix also be nonsingular, but the following 
formula due to Heinig [35; 36, Remark 1.1, p. 181 works for every nonsingular 
Toephtz matrix. 
THEOREM 5.1 [35,36]. Assume (2.17) with PO := 1 and (2.21) with 
.$, := 1 have solutions 
r:= [po,P1,...,PnlT and i: := [ iz,..., w+~]‘; 
respectively. Then 
T&l,, = 
ii+1 
1 P” 
62 
II 
1 
Pl 
6, : 
. . 
Pn+1 Pn-1 
Pl 
‘: 11 
0 
. . 
Pz 
Pn-1 : 
1 
. . . 
Pl 1 
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From Lemmas 2.8 and 2.6 we know that T,; n is nonsingular if and only if 
( p,, 9n) is regular, and that this is equivalent to o0 f 0 and & # 0. Hence, 
(2.17) and (2.21) have the normalized solutions required in Theorem 5.1 if 
and only if T,;, is nonsingular. Note that the availability of this inversion 
formula makes iterative refinement for a Toeplitz system T,; Nx = y an 
extremely easy and fast process of complexity O(N log N). 
It is well known that the inversion formula has the strange property of 
depending on the moment /_L,,,+ “, which is not contained in T,; n. Hence, for 
n = N, it may be possible to optimize the stability of the inversion formula by 
choosing p,,, + N appropriately. (P resumably one could also improve the 
bounds given below for /Ti,‘,,llF by capitalizing upon this freedom.) The 
choice p,,, + N = 0 suggested here need not be optimal, but it is safe for 
stability. 
For our algorithms it is still too expensive to compute for every n with 
nonsingular T,,,; n the inverse of this matrix according to (5.1). However, one 
has several options for detecting those n where K(T,: ,,) is too large. First of 
all, the inversion formula (5.1) is a good tool for estimating the norm of the 
inverse. Under the assumption of Theorem 5.1 the spectral norm and the 
Frobenius norm of the inverse of T,: n satisfy 
+dm C;=,(n + 1 - q&l2 
Q 2n Ckco I pkl dTjw = 2nllrll2ll~ll2. (5.2) 
For T,; n Hermitian positive definite, Ammar and Gragg [l] have shown that 
the last bound holds even without the factor 2. Note that the evaluation of 
the two bounds in (5.2) requires only O(n) operations. Since the same is tge 
for the Frobenius norm of T,; n, the inequality K(T,; .) Q IIT,; nlJF IITi;3,II.r 
and (5.2) lead to a condition estimate in O(n) operations. 
However, when applying (5.2) to T&k +k for choosing k in the recur- 
rences of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, one may want to save the computation of the 
polynomials qn + k and 9” +k when the matrix T,: n+k is ill conditioned. This is 
possible by estimating the norms llrll2 and Jlill2 instead of computing them. 
In the case of Theorem 4.2 a rough estimate follows readily from the 
recurrence formula (4.15) which says that the coefficient vector (?,‘+kl T ‘;l+k ) 
of q,+ k and 9” +k is obtained by multiplication of the row vector <$:,‘I r,‘) 
from the right by a 2 X 2 block matrix with triangular Toeplitz blocks. 
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Hence, it is again easy to compute the Frobenius norm of these blocks and to 
estimate lljin+kl12 and llr,+kl12. 
The fact that our .recurrences describe the updating of regular or row- 
regular Pad& approximants by regular or row-regular two-point Pad& approxi- 
mants indicates that an alternative approach to keeping the condition number 
K(T,, .) under control consists in limiting, in each step, the norm of the 
inverse of the matrix S, k that appears in the systems (3.20) (3.24) and (3.26) 
for the two-point Pa& forms. For example, one could use one of the 
condition estimators provided in standard software packages for solving dense 
linear systems. In our O( N 2, algorithms without recursive doubling we 
propose to apply such a standard procedure for solving (3.20) and (3.24) or 
(3.26) anyhow. On the other hand, using Heinig’s general approach for 
deriving inversion formulas [34, 361 one can also find an explicit formula for 
S<k and make an estimate analogous to (5.2). However, this estimate contains 
coefficient vectors that are not needed in the recurrence (4.15) in contrast to 
the fact mentioned above that the 2 X 2 block matrix of this recurrence can 
be used for a norm estimate of T;.j, + k. 
In Section 8 we will see that in exact arithmetic the smallest k for which 
S,; k is nonsingular is readily determined from the data of the two-point Pad& 
approximation problem for the update; for floating-point arithmetic this 
property leads to a simple lower bound for the smallest order k for which 
S,; k is well conditioned. 
Practice must show whether in a recursive procedure implementing 
Theorem 4.2 a step-size control based on a direct estimate of the condition 
number K(T~; n +k) yields better stability th an a control based on an estimate 
for the norm of Sk. and, possibly, all previously used such matrices.’ 
Now we are ready to formulate our O(N 2, algorithm based on the 
genefalized sawtooth recurrence for regular Pad& forms. 
ALGORITHM 1 (Sawtooth recursion with lookahead). Given (m, N) E Z 
x N+ and h EP~_~:,,+~ (or more generally, h E-Y), the following proce- 
dure yields an (m, N) Pad& form of h if this Pad& form is regular and 
sufficiently well conditioned. 
(i) For n = 1,2, . . . , solve the n X n Toeplitz systems (2.17) and (2.21) 
(with p0 := 1, .?,, := 1) by Gaussian elimination until solutions are found 
which guarantee that T,; n is well conditioned, according to some estimate 
‘Numerical experiments by Ma&s Hochbruck indicate that suficient stability is obtained by 
keeping the smallest singular value of SO. k under control. 
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based on (5.2). Set ni := 12, j := 1. These solutions determine, together with 
(2.I3a) and (2.22), a well-regular (m, n,) Pad& form (T),,,, qn,) of h and its 
upper left neighbor (ji”,, q”,>. Use (2.6) and (2.8b) to compute the residuals 
%, and e,,. 
(ii) Apply part (iii) of Theorem 4.2 with R := nj and E := 0 in order to 
find a well-regular Padk form ( pn+ k, q,, +k); i.e., solve, for k = 1,2, . . . , the 
2k X 2k systems (3.20) and (3.26) (with /?,, := 1 and .?l := 1) for the data 
(4.10) by Gaussian elimination until T,. n +k is guaranteed to be well condi- 
tioned. If no such solution with n + k < N is found, stop; then T,; N is 
known to be ill conditioned. Otherwise, set kj := k, nj+ 1 := nj + kj, and use 
(4.15) and (4.16) to compute the well-regular (m, nj+l) Pad& form 
( p,,+ ,, qnj+,) of h, its upper left neighbor ( +,,+,, ~‘,,+,l, and the residuals 
e “,+ L and e n,+l. Set j := j + 1. If nj < N, repeat this step (ii). 
(iii) At this point, (pN, qN) and (zd2&,,, .ze21jN) are an (m, N) and an 
(m - 1, N - 1) Pad& form of h, respectively. To solve a linear system 
T,;.x=yforanygiveny~@~, apply the inversion formula (5.1). 
Note that for solving the linear system in step (ii) the coefficients of the 
numerators pnj and i,, and of the residuals en, and Z, (from the previous 
step) are only needed as far as they appear as coefficients’ y,: , &r, y,? , 4: in 
the matrix S,; k of (3.28) and in the right-hand side of (3.20). However, since 
here we update these numerators and residuals in each step, we compute all 
their coefficients; the number of terms of p, and jin increases with j, while 
the number of terms of e,, and ZnI decreases wiih increasing j. In this 
version the algorithm could be executed without computing the polynomials 
;i,, and qn if we determined the step sizes kj from the matrices S,. k or from 
the solutions (6,) tik> and (uk , uk) of the two-point Pad& approximation 
problems; of course, one could not apply the inversion formula of Theorem 
5.1 then, but would have to aim at the complete LDU decomposition; see 
Section 7. 
Alternatively, we could only compute as many terms as needed of the 
residuals using the definitions (2.6) and (2.8b), and likewise as many of the 
highest terms as needed of p,, and pn, according to (2.13a) and (2.22). This 
would result in a Levinson-type algorithm requiring (long) inner products of 
coefficient vectors, as opposed to our Schur-type algorithm using linear 
combinations of these vectors when k = 1, and convolutions of these vectors 
with vectors of length at most k + 1 when k > 1 (i.e., in the case of 
lookahead steps). Hence, the recurrences of Theorem 4.2, and likewise those 
of Theorem 4.1, are the basis of both Schur- and Levinson-type algorithms. 
If instead of a single Laurent polynomial h a pair (f, g> E 2, _ N, m + N X 
,gazhi is given, we have to solve in step (i) two systems with a Sylvester matrix, 
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as in [15]. [The Sylvester matrix is actually a special matrix of the form (3.21) 
with 1 = k := n, so that the upper two blocks are void.] 
Algorithm 1 can be adapted to implement a generalized sawtooth recur- 
rence in the two-point Pad6 table. Recall that the residuals (ei, ; e,+> and (Zk ; 
2:) of the two-point Pad& approximation problems (4.10)’ that we solde 
repeatedly in (ii) are, in view of (4.15) and (4.16) just (z”- ‘p,,+ ,; e,,+ ,> and 
(z”-‘P ; ~2 ). Hence, updating the two-point Pad& approximation prob- 
lem is &&a&G to updating the original Pad& approximation problem. We 
could actually interpret our (m, N) Pad& approximant as a two-point Pad& 
approximant. 
Let us now turn from the above sawtooth algorithm using entries on two 
neighboring rows to a row algorithm that uses only entries from one row. A 
first difficulty is that the formula (5.1) requires the coefficients of 9” and qn, 
and hence is directly applicable only to the situation of Theorem 4.2, not to 
that of Theorem 4.1. However, it is well known that the Pad& forms ( p,, 9J, 
(B,- i, &i), and (r)n-l, 9”-i) are linearly related to each other [28, p. 261. 
In particular, if ( p,, 9J is row-regular, a relationship of the form 
holds, where s can be replaced by p, 9, or gp + fq (for the residuals). We 
can make use of certain known terms in these relations to determine 5 and 
7: comparing the zm- terms of the p’s, the constant terms and the z”-terms 
of the 9’s, and the z”‘+” -terms of the linear combinations gp + fq, we get, 
in view of our normalizations (4.30), the four equations 
where i, := k,(O). If ( p,, 9,J and ( $, , cj,J are known, we use the second and 
the fourth equation to conclude that 
5 = I/.+*, V = &Vi*. (5.5) 
Likewise, if ( p,, 9”) and (i;,,, 9,,) were given, we could use the first and the 
third equation to get 
%ii+1 
. . 
g=ii,-- 
Pn ’ 
q= _p,+1_ 
P* 
(5.6) 
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From (5.3) and (5.5) we conclude in particular that i: can be estimated in 
terms of row-regular Pad& forms and their left neighbors according to 
(5.7) 
Recall that 2, # 0 if ( p,, qn) is row-regular. 
The second difficulty is that a well-conditioned T,; n does not guarantee 
that ( p,, qJ is well-row-regular. Additionally, T,,,; n must be well condi- 
tioned. Hence, we also have to estimate IIT~~r;.l12. The analogy to (5.2) 
yields 
where 
f := (iiO,...> A)’ 
is the coefficient vector of i,, := qm+l,n normalized by fiO := 1. Here, 
assuming row regularity, we can make use of an identity of the form 
s’,,, - s, = zs, _ rr,r’, where again s can be replaced by p, q, or gp + fq; see 
[28, p. 261. Comparing the z m+ ’ -terms of the p’s, the constant terms and the 
z”-terms of the q’s, and the z m+ n + ‘-terms of the linear combinations 
gp +fq, we get in our normalizations (4.30) the relation 
which leads to the estimate 
IElI < llrllz + 2 ll~llz. 
I I n 
(5.10) 
Now that we know how to estimate ll~~;‘,ll~ and IIT;:1;nl12, we can 
formulate the row algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 2 (Row recursion with lookahead). Given (m, N) E i2 X 
Nf and h ~~~~~~~~~ (or more generally, h E_F), the following proce- 
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dure yields an (m, N) Pad& form of h if this Pad& form is row-regular and 
sufficiently well conditioned. 
(i) For n = 1,2.. . , solve the n X n Toeplitz systems (2.17) and (2.19) 
(with p0 := 1, i’, := 1) b y G aussian elimination until solutions are found 
which guarantee that T,; n and T, + I; n are well conditioned, according to 
some estimate based on (5.2) and (5.8). Set n, := n, j := 1. These solutions, 
together with (2.13a) and (2.20), determine a well-row-regular (m, n,) Pad& 
form ( p,,, 9,,,) of h and its left neighbor (en,, 9,,>. Use (2.6) and (2.8a) to 
compute the residuals ial and e,,. 
(ii) Apply part (ii) of Th eorem 4.1 with n := nj and 1 := 0 in order to 
find a well-row-regular Pad& form ( p,, k, qn +k); i.e., solve, for k = 1,2, . . . , 
the 2 k X 2k systems (3.20) and (3.24) (with PO := I and E?, := 1) for the 
data (4.1) by Gaussian elimination until T,; n + k and T,, + 1t n + k are guaranteed 
to be well conditioned. If no such solution with n + k < N is found, stop. 
Otherwise, set kj := k, nj+l := nj + kj, and use (4.4) and (4.5) to compute 
the well-row-regular (m, nj+ 1> Pad6 form ( p,, ,, q,, + ,> of h, its left neighbor 
cp ,9 ), and the residuals 
relJ&t th”l!s’ ‘step (ii). 
d n,+1 and e n,+l’ detj:=j+l.Ifnj<N 
(iii) At this point, (pw, qN) and (z-i&,,, ~~9~) are an (m, N) and an 
(m, N - 1) Pad& form of h, respectively. Apply (5.3) and (5.5) to compute 
additionally the (m - 1, N - 1) Pad& form ( FN_ i, GN_ i). To solve a linear 
system T,: N x = y for any given y E C N, apply the inversion formula (5.1). 
In this form, Algorithm 2 can only find a well-row-regular Pad6 form, but 
it is easy to modify the last application of part (ii) so that the procedure can 
find any well-regular Pad; form: when n + k = N, we relax the require- 
ments and just estimate the condition of T,, N. Then, instead of computing 
( pN, (jN ), we aim directly at ( &,, _ i, qN_ i) by applying part (i) of Theorem 
4.1, which is easily extended to include the case k = 1, 1 = - 1. 
Supe+.st Solvers. Let us now turn to O( N log2 N) algorithms. They 
can be based on either Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 or Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 plus 
the idea of recursive doubling, or, as one calls it when viewing the process 
from the given problem that has ultimately to be solved, the principle of 
divide and conquer. Additionally, these O(N log2 N) algorithms make use of 
fast polynomial multiplication, which means that the convolution that yields 
the coefficients of the product of two polynomials is computed via the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT). We will assume in the sequel that products of 
polynomials are computed in this way whenever that is cheaper than the 
direct evaluation of the convolution. As before, we use the recurrences to 
determine the second member of the well-regular (m, N) Pad& form ( p, , qN) 
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and its upper left neighbor, and then apply the inversion formula (5.1). For 
simplicity of notation, we assume m = 0 in the sequel. 
Divide-and-conquer algorithms are best formulated as recursive proce- 
dures. The computation of qN and iN on the basis of our general sawtooth 
recurrences of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 is accomplished by a call, with _N := f 
:= N, to a recursive procedure SAWDAC (listed below), which itself calls 
another recursive procedure SAWDAC2 for computing two-point Pad& approxi- 
mants. SAWDAC normally makes one call to itself and one call to SAWDAC2, and 
SAWDAC2 makes two calls to itself. In the inner calls the length N of the 
problem is normally halved. The other work inside the procedures is of the 
order N log N and scales also. By a standard argument this leads to the 
complexity of O(N log” N). Of course, this is no longer valid if we need to 
do longer and longer lookahead steps requiring 0(k3> operations. 
To explain the algorithm in more detail, let us first assume that the given 
Toeplitz matrix T := T,, N is strongly regular, and that its order N is a power 
of 2. The initial call to SAWDAC splits the problem of computing qN and qN 
up into that of computing qhi,e and ijw,s, and that of computing (uN,s, r+,,,s) 
and (iiN,Z, ijN,s ). Hence, essentially it implements Theorem 4.2 with n := 
N/2 and k := N/2. The first reduced problem is obviously of the same type 
as the given one, but with half the original dimension; therefore, it can be 
reduced by another call to SAWDAC, which will reduce the problem further 
and further until we get a trivial problem of size n = I, which is solved in 
part Bl of SAWDAC. Similarly, (uJy,s, v~,~) and (iiN,s, ijN,e) are the solutions 
of two neighboring two-point Pad& approximation problems, which on the 
basis of Theorem 4.3 also can be reduced to two problems of the same type 
but half the size. This reduction is implemented in SAWDAC2. Here, too, the 
reduction will be carried on until we get to a problem of size n = 1, which is 
solved in part Dl of SAWDAC2. There are log, N levels of reduction. For 
problem size 1, the solutions of the systems (3.20) and (3.26) are given by 
(3.33). It is important for the computational complexity that along with the 
reduction of the problem there goes a reduction of the data: in (5.12) and 
(5.15) below, the coefficients of the numerators and residuals are only 
computed as far as they are needed for the subsequent procedure call. For 
simplicity we deviate here from the notation used elsewhere in this paper, 
where p,, e,, etc. always refer to the whole numerator and residual, respec- 
tively, not just to the terms required for further computation. However, this 
reduction of data makes it impossible to use for p,, p,,, e,, 6,, e, , if,, e,’ , 
and Z,’ the update formulas (4.15) (4.16) and (4.23). We therefore compute 
those quantities in (5.12) and (5.15) from their definition. 
If lookahead steps have to be taken into account, the basic principal of 
recursive reduction remains the same, but the procedures become consider- 
ably more complicated. In general, the problems will no longer be cut exactly 
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in half, and the position of the cut can only be determined during the 
execution of the procedure. That means that we have to try to solve a 
reduced problem in a range of the problem size, which is indicated in 
SAWDAC and SAWDAC2 by 8 < N < @. In the generic case, SAWDAC is 
ultimately called once with _N = 1, and SAWDAC2 is called N - 1 times with 
_N = 1. 
It can occur’that a problem can no longer be reduced by a cut in the 
anticipated range; in other words, SAWDAC or SAWDAC2 has to be left without 
having found the solution sought. In our procedures we mark this situation by 
setting a Jug. However, even in this case, updating the problem is possible if 
a partial solution has been found, i.e., one where the step size n (or k) is 
smaller than has been required. Therefore, not the jug, but the condition 
n = 0 (or k = 0) is what controls the branching of the process (in A2, A4, 
C2, and C4). If the &g is set and n > 0 (or k > O), this index gives, within a 
possibly small index span, the size of the largest reduced problem whose 
corresponding (typically much larger) Pad& approximation problem for h is 
considered to be well conditioned. 
The index of the last Pad& form that can be computed from the reduced 
problems that have already been solved is denoted by npA. Hence, npA also 
indicates to what extent the original data have already been taken into 
account. The pug just points out that this size is smaller than what was 
required in the local procedure call. Determining whether the problem is ill 
conditioned, i.e., whether lookahead is needed, and, if so, what step size has 
to be used, requires further effort. In the procedures given below we show 
how the lookahead step size could be based on an estimate of the Frobenius 
norm of TGI. We will comment on this estimate later. We do not claim that 
this type of lookahead step-size control is best possible. It is, however, 
satisfactory from the theoretical point of view. 
PROCEDURE SAWDAC~N: aim, iV, %, h; OUT: N, ijN, qN, i;, v, flag). 
Aim: Given % > _N > 0 and h EL?_,-; R, compute for minimal N E [_N, Nl 
die second members of a well-regular (0, N) Pad& form ( p,, qN) and of its 
upper left neighbor CZ-“~;~, z -‘cjN). The 2-norms of the coefficient vectors 
of these two polynomials are stored in 
;:=]I[ zi2,...,ii,,,]]J,> ~:=11[P0>.4%1112~ (5.11) 
If unsuccessful, set the exit flag flag. A positive function r defined on N+ 
which serves as upper bound for llTG1 11 r/(2 N > must be provided. 
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Method: Pad6 approximation by generalized sawtooth recurrence. If dac is 
true, a divide-and-conquer strategy based on Theorem 4.2 is applied; other- 
wise, a linear system is solved. 
Program: 
If dac and _N > 2, then 
Al. 
A2. 
A3. 
A4. 
AS. 
exe&&e sAwDAc(true, [l/21, a - 1, h; n, i,,, q,,, i;, v, flag); 
if flag is set and n = 0, execute SAWDAC(fak, g, f, h; 
N, &. qN> i;, v, flag) and return; 
evaluate 
p” := n - -N+n+l:l(hij,), &, := II,:._,(z-n-lh&), 
(5.12) 
P” := K.+.+,:,(hq,), e, := IIO:~-n(z-n-lhq,), 
and set nPA := n; 
execute sAwDAc2(true, B - n, @ - n, z-lp,,, z-‘ji,,, e,, i,; k, ii,, 
;;k, uk, uk; +A? i;, v, flag); 
if flag is set and k = 0, let N := nPA := n and return; 
set N := nPA (= n + k), evaluate 
(5.13) 
and redefine i; and v to contain the 2-norm of the coefficient vectors 
of these polynomials; then return (flag is only set if N < _N); 
otherwise (i.e., if ~duc or_N = l), then 
Bl. for n := N _,***> N solve the systems (2.17) (with m := 0, pa := 1) 
and (2.21) (with m := 0, & := 1) until i; and v defined by (5.11) 
satisfy i;v < T(n), in which case one sets N := n and returns (flag is 
not set); 
if no such solution is found, let N := 0, set jlag and return. 
Note that when n = 1 in Bl, which is the generic case, the solutions of 
(2.21) and (2.17) are just 
ljs := l//-Q, (5.14) 
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PROCEDURE SAWDAC~(IN: dac, _N, N, f-, g-, f+, g+; OUT: N, ii,, ijN, 
UN,UN;CONTROL: npA, i;, u, $ag>. 
Aim: Given f > _N > 0 and f, g-,f, g+ satisfying (3.16) or (3.16’) 
compute for minimal N E [ _N, N] a well-regular (0, N) two-point Pad& form 
(u,, uN) and its upper left neighbor (zp2ii,, z-“i;,). If unsuccessful, set the 
exit flag Jag. The parameters nnpA E kJ+, i; E R+, and v E R+, which are 
redefined inside the procedure, are used to estimate I/TiFi+N IIF in order to 
control the stability. (It is assumed that at this or an outer level the procedure 
is called from SAWDAC, which provides initial values for these parameters.) 
Method: Two-point Pad& approximation by generalized sawtooth recur- 
rence. If dac is true, a divide-and-conquer strategy based on Theorem 4.4 is 
applied; otherwise, a linear system is solved. 
Computation: 
If d;c 
Cl. 
c2. 
c3. 
c4. 
C5. 
and N 2 2, then 
execute SAWDAC2(tme, [N/2], fl - 1, f-, g-, f’, g+; n, ii,, ti,, IL,, 
%; %A, i;, v, jag>; 
if Jag is set and n = 0, execute SAWDA&(fabe, g, @, f-, g-, f’, 
g+; N, ii,, i&, uN, I+,,; nPA, i;, v, Jag) and return; 
evaluate 
. . _ 
e, := K,-+,,,z-‘(g-ii, + f-En), 
e “+ := n,:,_,z+l(g+ii, + f+iiJ, n 
e, := rI_~+n,oZ-l+y g-u, + f-L& 
(5.15) 
e,’ := n,: ,iJ_nZ-k-y g+u, + f+uJ; 
execute SAWDAC2(true, fl - n, 3 - n, z-‘e,, s?, , e,‘, sz; k, ii( 
El”), up), uf”); nPA, i;, v, flag); 
if flag is set and k = 0, let N := n and return; 
set N := n + k, evaluate 
[ ;;;; ‘I::;] := [; ;I][ $ $1. (5.16) 
let ti, b, a, b denote the coefficient vectors of the four polynomials 
ii ** n+kl %+k, un+k, %+k> and redefine 
i; := \j~~~~,llall; + &l~ll; ) 
v := ~XJi&llalli + &llW (5.17) 
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if these values are smaller than the current ones; then return (flag is 
only set if N < _N); 
otherwise (i.e., if T&C 02 _N = l), then 
Dl. fork :=ij, . . . . N solve the systems (3.20) (with I := 0, PO z.7 1) and 
(3.26) (with 1 := 0, .$ := 1) until the coefficient vectors a, b, a, b of 
the four polynomials ii,, ;;k, uk, I+ satisfy 
(%4 + 1) ii211iill~ + v211bll~ ij211all~ + v211bll~ < T(npA + k), 
(5.18) 
in which case one sets N := k, redefines nPA := nPA + k, 
v := inpA + 1 
and returns (Jug is not set); 
if no such solution is found, let N := 0, set jag, and return. 
(5.19) 
As mentioned, the lookahead strategy described in the two procedures is 
based on an upper bound for the upper bound (5.2) for the Frobenius norm 
of T{l. Whenever the denominators ;i,, and q,, are computed, the 2-norms of 
their coefficient vectors i: and r are also computed and stored in i; and u, 
respectively. When these vectors are not available, bounds for their 2-norms 
are constructed recursively by making use of (5.13): the condition (5.18) is 
based on an estimate for the Frobenius norm of the 2 X 2 block multiplica- 
tion operator (with Toeplitz blocks) that is here represented by the matrix in 
(5.13). This estimate guarantees that the condition ijv Q ~(nr*) remains valid 
after each successful call of SAWDACZ. The redefinition of i; and v in (5.17) is 
optional, but should improve the estimate. 
The O(N log’ N) algorithm for computing a well-regular (0, N) Pad& 
approximant or solving an N X N Toeplitz system is now readily completed: 
ALGORITHM 3 (Sawtooth recursion with lookahead and recursive doubling). 
Given N E N+ and h ~2~: N (or more generally, h ELF?), the following 
procedure yields a (0, N) Pad& form of h if this Pad& form is regular 
and sufficiently well conditioned, Alternatively, given a sufficiently well- 
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conditioned N X N Toeplitz matrix TN with symbol (1.2) (in which case 
p_, := /+ := O), it allows us to solve a linear system TNx = y. 
(i) Let _N := g := N, and call SAWDAC(&C, _N, N, h; n, in, 9,,, i;, v, Jug). 
If flug is set, TN is not sufficiently well conditioned; exit. Otherwise, n = N. 
(ii> The first members of the (0, N) Pad& form ( p, ,9, > and of its upper 
left neighbor ( ze2 pN, x -2ijN) are given by (2.13a) and (2.22). 
(iii> To solve a linear system TN x = y for any given y E CN, apply the 
inversion formula (5.1). 
By making some obvious modifications in SAWDAC and SAWDAC2 one can 
write down, in a completely analogous manner, procedures that combine the 
general row recurrences of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 with recursive doubling. 
Let us call them 
PROCEDURE ROWDAC(IN: dac,_N,g, h; OUT: N,(jN,qN,V,v,flug) and 
PROCEDURE ROWDAC~(IN: dac,_N,N,f-,g-,f+,g+; OUT: N,zi,,i~,,u~,+; 
CONTROL: 1zpA, i, v,Jlag). 
As we have mentioned before, these procedures are somewhat more likely to 
make lookahead steps, because they jump between well-row-regular Padi! 
forms, and there are in general less of those than well-regular Pad& forms. 
Moreover, one needs an additional auxiliary step before applying the inver- 
sion formula (5.1); equivalently, one could apply an inversion formula using 
directly the coefficients of qN and qN. On the other hand, the generic row 
recurrence (3.32) is slightly simpler than the generic sawtooth recurrence 
(3.33). For completeness we formulate the resulting algorithm: 
ALGORITHM 4 (Row recursion with lookahead and recursive doubling). 
Given NE N+ and h EZNLN (or more generally, h ~53, the following 
procedure yields a (0, N) Pad6 form of h if this Pad& form is sufficiently 
well-row-regular. Alternatively, given a sufficiently well-conditioned N X N 
Toeplitz matrix T,; N with symbol (1.2) and an additional moment pN such 
that the matrix T,. N is also well conditioned, the procedure allows us to solve 
a linear system Td. Nx = y. 
(i) Let _N := @ := N, and call ROWDAC(duc, fl, @, h; n, i,,, 9,,, in, v, jug). 
If flag is set, T,. N or T,. N 
Otherwise, n = N. ’ ’ 
is not sufficiently well conditioned; exit. 
(ii) The first members of the (0, N) Pad& form ( p,, qN) and of its left 
neighbor (p,_,, qN-i) = (z-l&, ~‘9~) are given by (2.13a) and (2.20). 
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(iii) Compute the first term t;v := II,, : ,(zmN - ‘hcj,) of the residual 
e, of (&, cjN), and apply (5.3) and (5.5) to compute additionally the 
(- 1, N - 1) Pad& form ( j$,_ i, GN_ i) (or at least its second member). 
(iv) To solve a linear system T,; N x = y for any given y E C N, apply the 
inversion formula (5.1). 
6. UNDERDETERMINED PADE APPROXIMANTS 
Sometimes one is interested in rational functions of type (m, n> whose 
Taylor series at 0 match less than m + n + 1 terms of a prescribed formal 
power series. Naturally, one would like to give a general expression for such 
an undetermined Pad& approximant. For the more general case of rational 
interpolation this problem has been solved by Antoulas and Anderson [4] and 
by Van Bare1 and Bultheel [63]. Here, we want to point out that their result 
and a variation of it, if restricted to the Pad& case, emerge naturally also from 
our treatment. These results can be applied to find Pad6 forms ( p, , qN > that 
are not regular once the “closest” regular or row-regular one to the left of 
( p,, qN) (in the same row> has been determined, using, e.g., one of the 
algorithms given above. 
LEMMA 6.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 the general form of 
the pairs (p, q) E~Z+~ x A@,,+~ satisfying g(z>p(z> + f(z)q(z) = 
o+(z m+n+l) =: __&m+n+1 e(z) and of the corresponding residual e ~9~ is p ?il PII 
[II I = q in qn (6.1) e e, e, 
where (u, v) E 9k _ i X 9k is the general solution of the equation 
p*u +p,v= o_(zl+m). (6.2) 
If the restriction 111 < k is replaced by 1 = k, then (u, v> E 9k _ r X 9k is 
arbitrary. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, the analogous result with p,i, d 
replaced by +, +, A’ holds. 
Proof. The same as for the first part of Theorem 4.1 (or Theorem 4.2, 
respectively), except that in (4.8) the factors z * (k+r) have to be replaced by 
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1, since the second equation of (3.17), w rc was part of the two-point Pad& h’ h 
approximation problem referred to in Theorem 4.1, is no longer required to 
hold. The first equation of (3.17) is equivalent to (6.2). If I = k, (6.2) is void. 
The generality of the solution follows from the fact that, by Theorem 4.1, 
for arbitrary additional data, i.e., for arbitrary residuals 6, and e,, the 
solution is of the form determined by (6.1) and (6.2). n 
The condition (6.2) for (u, V) E 9,_ r X L?‘~ defines just another underde- 
termined Pad& problem, one at z = OCJ. There are k - 1 linear restrictions. 
The general solution could be found by recursively computing regular (j - 
1,j) Pad& approximants at ~0 of ( p,, 2;,,> with the algorithm of Cabay and 
Meleshko [15,49] as long as 2j < k - 1. If k - 1 were even, a last step of 
type (6.1) with (u, u> E 9, _i _ 1 X s@~ _j arbitrary would then yield the gen- 
eral solution. If k - 1 were odd, a slightly more complicated final step would 
yield the result. 
However, in view of an application of Lemma 6.1 in Section 7, we are 
here mainly interested in finding a particular solution to (6.1) for which 4 has 
maximum degree dq = n + k. When ( p,, q,,) is row-regular and 1 > k, this 
task becomes easy. 
LEMMA 6.2. Zf 1 > 0 in Lemma 6.1, then 
u(z) := Zk, U(Z) := -IIl:k_l zkL_ p, 
[ 01 Pn (6.3) 
is a solution of (6.2). It yields a polynomial q of degree n + k. 
Proof. As a consequence of the assumed row regularity, 136, = m + 1; 
see Lemma 2.2. Dividing (6.2) by 1;, yields u + L_ ( p,/fi,h = O- ( zl- ‘>, 
which in view of L_( p,/+,> ~52 1 is clearly satisfied by the pair (u, u) 
specified in (6.3). n 
Of course, underdetermined Pad& approximants could also be constructed 
by solving an underdetermined linear system of equations. Dividing (2.1) by 
-g, we find instead of(2.13a) and(2.13b) for the pairs (p, q) Ec+l X 9”+k 
of Lemma 6.1 the equations 
l-L:,+l(hq) = P, (6.4a) 
I-I m+l+l:?7L+n(h4) = 0. 
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We will see in the next section that the second members 9 of these 
underdetermined Pad& forms play a role in the stable block LDU decomposi- 
tion of a Toeplitz matrix. 
7. FORMALLY BIORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND RELATED 
MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS 
In this section we want to describe the connections between the Pad& 
theory, biorthogonal polynomials, and triangular matrix factorizations. These 
connections clarify the relation between our algorithms and some of the other 
fast Toeplitz solvers that have been described in terms of matrix factoriza- 
tions. At least in the case of a strongly regular Toeplitz matrix (l.l), i.e., when 
all entries in the 0th row of the Pad& table of the symbol h are distinct, these 
connections are well known; see [K&11]. It is important for our work that 
they carry over to the situation where we jump from well-regular Pad& forms 
to well-regular Padk forms. If we jumped only from each regular Pad& form 
to the next one, i.e., from every nonsingular principal submatrix of T to the 
next, additional structure could be found in the matrix factors and capitalized 
upon algorithmically, as it is done in many available algorithms for exact 
arithmetic [35,36,51,54,57,62]. 
Given a (real or complex) doubly infinite sequence of moments 1 /.,Q};= _-m, 
consider the sesquilinear functional ( * , . ) defined on 9 X 9 by its values 
(z’, A> := pi_j, (i/j) E N2. (7.1) 
For two arbitrary polynomials of degree at most 12, 
s(z) = e cTiZi, 9(z) = 2 Pjzj> 
i=O j=O 
we obtain in terms of the extended coefficient vectors 
s := [ a() . . . g, 0 0 . . . 1’ 
(7.2) 
and 
c := [ po ‘.. p, 0 0 *** 1’ 
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for (s, q) the expression 
m 
(s, q) = C Ciii_jpj = sHTr, 
i,j=O 
(7.3) 
where T := [ pi_jr j = a is the Toeplitz operator with the symbol h( 2) = 
C&Zk. 
DEFINITION. s E LP,, \ P,,_ 1 is called an nth left formally biorthogonal 
polynomial (LOP), and q EL?,, \9,_ 1 is called an nth right formally 
biorthogonal polynomial CROP), if 
(s, Id> = 0, j=O ,...,?I - 1, (7.4a) 
(z’, q> = 0, i = O,..., n - 1, (7.4b) 
respectively. An nth LOP or ROP is said to be regular if it is uniquely 
determined up to a scalar factor; otherwise, it is singular. 
If T is Hermitian, LOPS and ROPs coincide, and if T is also positive 
definite, they are the classical Szegii polynomials. For the non-Hermitian case 
they were introduced by Baxter [7]. Further results were given by Kailath, 
Vieira, and Morf [41] and by Bultheel and Van Bare1 [13]. 
The two conditions (7.4) can be written as e” Tr = 0 (i = 0, . . . , n - 1) 
and ejHTHs = 0 (j = O,..., n - l), respectively, where e, (i > 0) denotes 
the (i + 1)th standard basis vector with infinitely many components. The first 
condition is thus seen to be equivalent to the linear system (2.16) for 
m = - 1, and the second one is equivalent to such a system with kk replaced 
by p_k. Hence, we conclude from Section 2 that q = i,, is the second 
member of a ( - 1, n) Pad& form ( fi,,, $J of h, while s is the second member 
of a (- 1, n) Pad6 form of 
h*(z) := 2 jxkzk, 
k= --m 
(7.5) 
Regarding the relation to the block structure of the Pad& table, it follows 
from Theorem 2.1 that an nth ROP ij,, is regular if and only if the (- 1, n) 
entry in the Pad& table of h lies in the first column or the last row of its 
block, which means that its lower neighbor lies in the first row or first column 
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of its block, and thus the corresponding (0, n) Pad& form ( p,, qn) is regular 
according to our definition from Section 2. Therefore, as also follows directly 
from (2.16), it is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a regular nth 
ROP that the matrix T, := Toin be nonsingular. Moreover, an nth regular 
ROP is well conditioned if the matrix T, is well conditioned, because then, if 
the ROP is normalized to be manic, the coefficients in its representation (7.2) 
are numerically well determined and not too large. For an nth regular LOP 
the relevant coefficient matrix is T,“, which has the same rank and condition 
number as Tn. Hence, an nth ROP is regular if and only if the nth LOP is. 
However, as was pointed out in [12,11], there is also a direct relation 
between a LOP and a Pad& approximant of h. As in (2.13b), we can write the 
condition (7.4a) as fI,: ._,(h*s) = 0. Replacing here z by l/z, taking 
complex conjugate coefficients, and setting 
S*(Z) := pqz-y = 2 ctZn-i, (7.6) 
i=O 
we find LI, .(hs* ) = 0, which means that s* =: q,, is the second member of 
a (0, n) Padk form of h. Moreover, since ds = n if and only if s*(O) # 0, the 
LOP s is regular if and only if the Pad& form ( p,, qn) is regular. We call s* 
the conjugate reflected polynomial of s in 9,. Having established this 
connection, we revise our notation and denote an nth LOP by q,* and an nth 
ROP by 4,. They satisfy by definition 
(92 d> = 0, (z”, 4^J = 0, i = O,...,n - 1. (7.7) 
There is also an interesting matrix proof of the connection established 
above. Let 
r ll :=(po ,..., &$Jr> ,, r” := (I;, >...> #> 
and denote the (k + l)th standard basis vector of @‘+’ by ekin 
0 >***> n), the reversal matrix of order n + 1 by 
Cl (k = 
V-8) 
(7.9) 
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and, as before, the (n + 1) X (n + 1) leading principal submatrix of T by 
T fL+1 := To;n+l. Then the conditions (7.7) can be written as 
TZLJ~+F~ = e,;.+lC, T,+A = en;n+lk, (7.10) 
where c,* and g,, are the leading coefficients of the residuals of the (- 1, n> 
Pad6 forms of h* and h, respectively. Applying the reversal matrix to the first 
equation and noting that J, + 1TnH+ 1 = T, + 1 J, + 1, we get T, + Ir, = 7 eo;.+l% a 
which verifies that r, is the coefficient vector of the second member of a 
(0, n) Pad& form ( p,, qn) of h and shows that 
- 
&,* = 7rn (7.11) 
is the (leading) constant coefficient of p,. Hence, equivalently to (7.4) or 
(7.10), the nth LOP and ROP are characterized by 
Tn+lr, = eo;.+l*n, ‘%+I;,, = enin+lk. (7.12) 
Depending on whether we work with exact arithmetic and treat only exact 
singularity or handle near-singularity and allow roundoff, we want to consider 
the complete sequence of regular pairs of LOPS and ROPs or a subsequence 
of well-conditioned, i.e., well-regular, pairs. In either case we denote the 
sequence by {(qn*., G.j)l/so, where J < 03. Algorithm 1 (with m = 0) allows us 
to construct it, although, in the first place, it delivers pairs of Pad& forms 
Cl?,, , qn,) and (z-“+, , z -‘i,,,> = (6nj_1, Gn,_l). If the (j + 0th step re- 
quiies no lookahead, so that nj+r = nj + 1, then the ROP qn, is obtained 
directly. In general, we can combine qnj and q, linearly to get i,, as in 
(4.13): if ( p,, qn) is regular, if dp, = 0, and if ( fi,,, ;i,> is normalized by 
E, = 1, then 
. . 
&(z) := z-lqJz) - Zq.,( z)
n 
(7.13) 
is an nth regular ROP normalized by & = 1. If ( p,, qn) is regular, but not 
column-regular, so that dp, < m := 0, then <,, := q,, is an nth regular ROP, 
but 2, = 0. 
From Theorem 2.1 it is readily seen that for some n an nth LOP or ROP 
need not exist, even if we allow singular ones. In fact, there may be no (0, n> 
Pad& form (p, q) with q(0) z 0 or no (- 1, n) Pad& form ( fi, i) with 
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c?$ = n. Nevertheless we would like to define full bases of LOPS and ROPs, 
i.e., for each n we want to specify polynomials q,* and q,, of exact degree n 
which satisfy at least “most” of the conditions (7.7). In analogy to the 
terminology in [32], we call the so far missing elements of these bases 
dejcient LOPS and ROPs, and we must point out that these polynomials are 
not second members of Pad& forms. Hence, if T, is singular, the nth LOPS 
and ROPs are either singular or deficient. The difference between these two 
cases is here nearly irrelevant, and therefore we propose to use the adjective 
inner for these LOPS and ROPs, or, if we handle near-singularity, for all that 
are not well-regular, i.e., where ni < n < tj+ 1 for some j. By definition, an 
nth inner LOP q,* and an nth inner ROP qn have exact degree n and satisfy 
(& ai> = 0, 
(zi, 4”) = 0, 1 
i = O,...,nj - 1, if nj < n < nj+l, (7.14) 
or, equivalently, 
II,:,j_l(h*q,*) = 0, i.e., L,,i+l:n(hq,) = 0, (7.15a) 
and 
(7.15b) 
respectively. Note that these formulas include the regular (or well-regular) 
case n = nj. 
Equation (7.15b) coincides with (6.4b) if 1 := 0, k := n - nj, m := - 1, 
and n := ni there. Hence, Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 with (_P,,, 4,,> and ( p,, q,,) 
replaced by <z-‘+~, z-l.’ q,,) and ( fi,,, qnl can be applied to compute inner 
ROPs. For the inner LOPS we can also apply these lemmas on the basis that 
an nth LOP q,* is an nth ROP for h*. In view of (7.151, this fact persists for 
pairs that are not regular. 
In exact arithmetic the occurrence of inner ROPs and LOPS (and thus the 
necessity of a lookahead step in Algorithm 1) is limited to the situation where 
( p,, q,, > is row-regular but not column-regular, i.e., lies in the first column 
but not’the first row of its block. Then, ( Fnj, q,,,> and ( p,, q,> are identical 
up to normalization; moreover, the (- 1, nj), . . . , (- 1, nj+ i - 1) and 
(0, nj), f . . , (0, nj+ 1 - 1) Pad& approximants of h are all the same. 
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Reinterpretation of (7.14) or (7.15) in terms of matrices yields the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Consider a finite or infinite Toeplitz matrix with symbol 
h(z) = c /_Q zk. Iffinite, replace it for ease of notation by the infinite matrix 
T with the same symbol. Let {( p,, q,)\!=,, (where J < w> be a sequence of 
regular (or well-regular) (0, n .) Pa&forms ( p,, q,,) of h, and {( finI, qn,)!/=,, 
the sequence of neighboring i- 1, nJ Pa e arms. Moreover, for nj < n < .) d’f 
nj+ 1, let q,, and $,, be the second members of underdetermined (0, n) and 
(- 1, n) Pa& forms satisfying q,(O) + 0, ai,, = n, and (7.15). Let qf be the 
conjugate rejlected polynomial of q,,. Finally, let L be the infinite lower 
triangular matrix that contains in its (n + l)th row the coefficients of qz , 
and let R be the infinite upper triangular matrix that contains in its 
(n + 0th column the coeflcients of qn. 
Then, for all n E N, the relations (7.14)-(7.15) hold, and they translate 
into 
LTR=D, (7.16) 
where D is block-diagonal. The first columns of the blocks of D are 
numbered by nj, j = 0,. . . , J; the blocks are nonsingular, except for the last, 
infinite one if there are finitely many. 
The factorization (7.16) is called inverse block LDV decomposition of T 
[l, 21. Due to the triangularity of L and R, the nth leading principal 
submatrix of LTR involves only the corresponding submatrices of L, T, and 
R. Hence, (7.16) is also a statement about the inverse block LDV decomposi- 
tion of finite Toeplitz matrices T,, (for all n). 
Once the factorization (7.16) is known, it is also easy to compute the block 
LDV decomposition T = L -‘DR-’ of T. In general, the inversion of a 
triangular matrix of order N is a simple recursive O( N ‘) process. However, 
here, as a consequence of the Toeplitz structure of T, it is even simpler. 
Recall from (7.15b) that 
h( z)4^“( z) = j?“(z) + z”J&( z) with &, E_Y?~, e^, l &. (7.17) 
In matrix notation this means that if i,., denotes the (n + 0th column 
vector of R (which is obtained by extending F,, with infinitely many zeros), 
then the first nj components of Ts,., , are 0 and the following ones are the 
coefficients of the residual e^,. In other words, TR is lower block triangular 
and the entries of its (n + 0th column are coefficients of h( z)$,,(z). 
Analogously, in view of (7.15a), LT is upper block-triangular and contains in 
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its (n + I)th row the complex conjugate values of the coefficients of the 
residual ef •2~ defined by h*(x)9,*(5) = p,*(z) + .z’~ez with p,* ELZ?!~. 
But as we have seen when going from (7.10) to (7.12), these complex 
conjugate coefficients are actually the coefficients of the numerator p, in 
reverse order, the latter being defined by 
+49&J = p,(z) + z”%(z) with p, ~2~*_,,,, e^,, E_!&. (7.18) 
Summarizing, we draw the following conclusion: 
COROLLARY 7.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.1, let fi,, and 2, be 
defined by (7.17), and p, and e, by (7.18). Then the lower block-triangular 
matrix 
TR = L-ID (7.19) 
contains in its (n + l)th column the coefficients of 6,. Analogously, the 
upper block-triangular matri3c 
LT = DR-I (7.20) 
contains in its (n + l)th row the coefficients of p,. 
Choosing the block sizes according to our algorithms of Section 5 guaran- 
tees that the finite blocks of D are well conditioned. In fact, in the 
normalization we used there and in Lemma 6.2, L is unit triangular, and the 
norms of its rows are kept bounded (for a finite matrix T,); moreover, the 
diagonal elements of R can be seen to be bounded away from zero, and, in a 
not so explicit way, the norms of its columns are also kept below a bound. 
Finally, the block sizes were chosen so that the submatrices T,,, are well 
conditioned. Hence, the condition numbers of the corresponding submatrices 
of D are indirectly kept under control. 
8. NONGENERIC ROW RECURRENCES FOR EXACT 
ARITHMETIC AND THE CORRESPONDING CONTINUED 
FRACTIONS 
In exact arithmetic Algorithm 2 can be used to construct all distinct 
entries in the mth row of the Pad& table. In each step, the step size kj must 
be chosen equal to the smallest k for which T,,; n +k and T, + I; n+k are 
nonsingular. Then kj is equal to the size of the jth block crossed by the mth 
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row. The Pad6 forms (pn, 4”) = (p,, qn,) and (z-‘+,,+~, ~-li~+~) = 
(P -17 4n. _ 1) in Algorithm 2 belong’then to entries in the first and last 
co%&, res&ctively, of the same block. If the block is normal, i.e. 1 X 1, 
they are identical except for the different scaling; hence, in (4.4), k = kj = 1 
and (ti(ln), ;I”‘> = (0, &.z> for such a normal entry, where 8, = I/& is the 
reciprocal of the leading coefficient of p,. This is in accordance with (3.32), 
where we have additionally specified (I, uI”)>. 
Let us now consider the case of a singular block. Its first column is at 
n = nj, and its size is k = kj. Let v := 1; := m - dp,; then u < k. We claim 
that for the relevant two-point Pad& approximation problem (f-, g -; f’, g + ) 
:= (z?-‘p,, z-~-‘+,,; e,, i,) we have then 
YO +o, (8.la) 
40 = -** = cp,- =o, %+1 # 0, (8.lb) 
Yet +o, (8.1~) 
4,’ = . . . = &-,-, = 0, @-,_, z 0. (8.ld) 
In fact, these equations mean that for 1 satisfying - v < 1 < k - v - 1, and 
only for these values of 1, the pair (p,, qJ is an Cm + I, n) Pad& form off. 
For these values of 1 we may also consider the pair (u, u) := (0, 1) as an [I; 01 
two-point Pad6 form defined by (3.17) of (f-, g-; f+, g’). Note that (8.lb) 
and (S.ld) allow us to determine the index m - v of the first row and the 
size k of the singular block. Hence, the position of the block in the Pad& 
table is known at this point. The integers 1/ and k - v - 1 are called 
Zohuidov indices by Bultheel and Van Bare1 [13]. 
Inserting (8.1) into the matrix S,; k of (3.28) and into the right-hand side 
of (3.20), we conclude from (3.20) and (3.24) that 
up(z) = (Yk_“_lZ k-v-l , where ok-v-l = &&v-l/$) (8’2) 
and 
t&y 2) = 0, (8.3a) 
Q’ = j&y+i, where &,+i = hk/4L+i. (8.3b) 
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The coefficients pa, . . . , /Sk of uk”’ are found by solving the linear system 
0 . . . 0 K+1 -‘* 4; 
*.. 4i 
0 
0 
_I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
____ Po- 0 
4k’,- 1 
h-1 
Pl 
P2 
Pk.4 
Pk 
ri-v-1 
_ 
Yo 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Yof 
Y,' 
ffk-u-l, (8.4) 
which splits up into two independent triangular Toeplitz systems of order v 
and k - v for /3r, . . . , /3,, and p,+ r, . . . , & respectively. Solving such a 
system is equivalent to computing a section of the Taylor series of a rational 
function given as the quotient of two polynomials. Hence, using the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT), these two systems can be solved in O(k log k) 
operations, while the straightforward recursive solution requires O( k 2 > oper- 
ations. 
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Normalizing PO and Ei to 1, we get in generalization of (3.32) 
ak- v- lz 
k-v-l 
?Ji”‘( 2) 
1 
(8Sa) 
with 
(Y k-u-l = +:-.4/Y,‘> lp(0) = 1. (8.5b) 
Let us now consider the sequence of the Pad& forms ( p, , q,,), j = 
0, 1,. . . ) which correspond to the distinct Pad& approximants that appear in 
the mth row of the Padk table. The sequence starts with the Taylor 
polynomial p,, = p. and the constant denominator ~Jz) = 1. The size of 
the jth block is kj = nj+, - nj, and its first row is indexed by m - vj. The 
coefficients (Yk _ vI _ 1 and 6, + r from (8.2) and (8.3) are from now on called 
a(i) and b(j), Respectively. .&cording to Theorem 2.1 the unique normalized 
(m, n,,, - 1) Pad& form is 
( z-r&+,, z-19nl+, 1 = (P?I,+,-1, 9n,+,-1) 
= 
( P 
. (j)2 5 p,, , p * Wz 59n, . 
1 (W 
(Here we make use of the fact that our sequence has a representative in 
every block crossed by the mth row. This is not the case for the procedure 
that is stable under roundoff.) 
In view of (8.5) and (8.6) the recursive application of (4.4) yields the 
product formula 
(The index of the factors in this noncommutative 
left to right, as usual.) Postmultiplying both sides 
and each factor of the product by the 
&QZki- v,- 1 
UfY”( Z) 1 . (8.7) 
product increases from 
by diag[z- y,-r/j(j), 11 
identity written as 
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diag[z-“i-1/8(‘), 11 diag[z”~+$(‘), l] (where i = 0,. . . ,j), we obtain, by re- 
assembling the factors, 
(Here, v-i := - 1 and 8(-l) := 1.) Th e product formula (8.8) is basically the 
Moebius transform representation of a finite continued fraction [38], which is 
a particular representation of the Pad& approximant p,,, ,/qn,+ 1: 
(8.10) 
Moreover, (8.9), which is just a resealed version of (4.4), is a representation of 
the recurrence formulas for this continued fraction. This recurrence starts 
with 
p-I(z):= 1, POW := it Wk, 
k= --oc 
q-l(z):= 0, q&L):= 1, 
and proceeds as 
(8.11a) 
p,+,(z) = cy(f)B(~-1)ZkJ-‘J+Y,lpn,_,(2) + +v( z)p,,(z), 
qn,+,(z) = a(j)8(j-1)zkj-Yj+‘J~1qn,_,c2) + vi?)(z)qJz). 
(8.11b) 
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Note that all these formulas would simplify if we renormalized (p,,,:, in,+,) 
so that /j(j) := @j 1 := 1. 
The function (8.10) is the jth convergent (“partial sum”) of a continued 
fraction that is a formal expansion of h(z) = CT= _ m pE z k into a continued 
fraction of this particular form. If the mth row of the Pad& table of h contains 
infinitely many distinct entries, then this continued fraction contains infinitely 
many terms; otherwise it is finite. Theoretically, it could also be constructed 
by applying the algorithm of Viscovatov [5,38] to the series h. Since its 
convergents are the distinct entries in a particular row of the Pad& table, the 
fraction should be called a rouj P-fraction. These row P-fractions were 
introduced by Cooper, Magnus, and McCabe [17]. The original (diagonal) 
P-fractions of Magnus [45,46] h ave as convergents the distinct entries on a 
diagonal of the Pad& table; they are thus the nongeneric generalizations of 
formal Jacobi fractions [38], while the row P-fractions generalize M-fractions 
and T-fractions [ 171. 
Let us define the (j + I)th remainder wj+ r(z) of the mth row P-fraction 
of h by 
We can consider the quotient wj+ r(z)/1 as the final term of a finite 
continued fraction and can use the analog of (8.1Ib) to evaluate this fraction, 
whose value we know is h( z)/l = -f(z)/g(z): 
f(z) -- = h(Z) = wj+lb)Pn,(~) + Pn,+@> 
g(z) wj+l(z)4n,(z) +4n,+l(') * 
(8.13) 
Solving for wj + i( z > yields 
w%j+,c4 - Pn,+,<4 
wj+1(z) = - h(z)q,,(z) -p,,(z) 
= gmh,+,(4 +fw4nj+,(4 - 
g(+$o) +fw7n,(4 . 
(8.14) 
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From (2.6), (2.8a1, and (8.6) we finally see that 
wj+l(z) = 
.zm+nj+~+le,,+l(z) 
-P(j)Zm+n,,,-~~+,~ 
en,,@) 
n,+I(d = 
_jWz~,+l ___ 
G&z) . (8-15) 
In other words, the pair (Gn,+,, enI+, 1 that is approximated in the two-point 
Pad6 approximation problem (4.1) is just a representation of the tail wj+ 1 of 
the row P-fraction for h. Hence, in the terminology of continued fractions, 
the recursive step of Theorem 4.1 can be understood as follows: 
(i> Once a pair of two successive convergents of the row P-fraction are 
known, compute its tail (a power series) and a section of the Laurent series at 
~0 of the quotient of the two numerators. 
(ii) Compute a well-regular [O; k] two-point Pad& approximant of this 
Laurent series and the tail. 
(iii) Combine the given convergents and the two-point Pad& approximant 
to obtain two new successive convergents. If, in (ii), the step size (that is, the 
denominator degree of the two-point Pad6 approximant) is chosen as small as 
possible, then only one new convergent is needed; the other one coincides 
with the second one of the previous pair. 
While the construction of this section yields all the coefficients of the 
continued fraction, the stable algorithm discussed before avoids some of 
these coefficients because they may be ill conditioned. Instead of the full 
factorization in (8.71, it makes use of one that has in general fewer factors, 
but some of higher complexity. Clearly, at step j the degree k = k, that 
drops out of (8.lb) and (S.ld) is a lower bound for the corresponding step 
size in the stable algorithm, and hence (8.lb) and (8.ld), modified by 
replacing “ = 0” with “ = 0,” can be used for a first guess for the smallest 
stable step size. 
In exact arithmetic the recurrence of Theorem 4.1 gives rise to an O( N ‘) 
algorithm for computing Pad& approximants and solving Toephtz systems. In 
view of (8.4)-(8.5), the complexity of this algorithm is independent of the 
block sizes kj, since the coefficients of uknJ are found by solving two 
triangular systems with Toeplitz matrix. Using fast polynomial multiplication 
and the fast solution of (8.4), it even reduces to O(N log’ N). 
From the recurrences of Theorem 4.2, which involve the forms (fin,, ;r’,>, 
a sawtooth P-fraction can be derived. To do this one makes use of the 
recurrence that yields ( i,,, ,, qfl +,> to express, in the other recurrence [the 
one for computing ( p,,+ ,, q,, $ the pair (i;,,,, ;i,> in terms of ( p,,, I, ;in,+ ,>. 
Moreover, for the two-point Pad; table the same two types of row and 
sawtooth P-fractions exist, since the recurrences are the same. 
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Part of this paper was written during the author’s short visit at the 
Institute for Mathematics and its Applications of the University of Minnesota 
in winter 1992. The author is indebted to Marlis Hochbruck and the referee 
for careful reading of the manuscript. Marlis Hochbruck also implemented the 
fat Toeplitz solvers proposed in this paper in MATLAB. 
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